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ABSTRACT

Drones started to be very popular and visible in the last two decades. Those more and more sophisticated, cheaper
in production and exploitation technologically advances air and land based platforms are entering new domains
of people’s life very progressively. At the present it is not so easy to fully predict to what purposes drones could be
used in the future. We are usually consider them as unmanned platforms to be used by armed forces or national
security related services to enhance their capabilities to create safe and secure environment. Nowadays we see new
solutions and applications everyday. It is assessed that drones utilization is an opportunity to be exploited for both
civilian purposes and their growing presence in airspace is unstoppable process. The variety of application will grow
extremely quickly as of new technological discoveries and innovative approach of designers. The growing density
in the air is causing the urgent need to enhance legal coverage to avoid incidents as those are a danger now and
that aspect will be more serious in the future. The paper is composed of two major parts. The first is focusing on
current and future applications of drones and the second one is discussing dangers toward using unmanned aerial
vehicles requiring legal solutions national and globally. The purpose of the paper to present drones applications as an
advantage but also a risk for national and private security along with requirements for formalizing their utilization
within legal frameworks..
KEYWORDS: drones, unmanned aerial vehicles, airspace, security of air traffic

1. Introduction
Drones started to be very popular and visible in the last two
decades as of military applications during conventional and
unconventional armed conflicts. They were used to attack military
and non-military targets with high precisions and to deliver upto-date-intelligence. That type of flying platforms was immediately
recognized as an option to be adopted by private persons and
commercial organizations. As the outcome drones are currently
under very dynamic development in many countries. Those more
and more sophisticated, cheaper in production and exploitation
technologically advances air and land based platforms are entering
new domains of people’s life very progressively. Their presence is
definitely an advantage for societies but there are many restrains
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as people and companies are using them based on law regulations,
which are often behind required level of safety causing threat
connected with drones as those could be used not so wisely but
also for illegal activities. The latter aspect is important as criminal
organizations are very effective in adopting new technologies for
their purposes.
Safety is the real concern asking for developing proper
regulations. Such the domains as privacy, crimes, illegal tracking,
human rights are under danger as of using new technologies
against them. As explained by Ciara Bracken-Roche “privacy,
human rights, and civil liberties questions are sharply raised by
the new kinds of surveillance made possible by these remotely
operated aerial craft”[1]. On the other hand drones or unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) could be used for societal benefit in many
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applications for commercial use and to extend safety of ordinary
people when used by law enforcement organizations, to observe
potential natural hazards (weather, floods, avalanches, heavy rains
etc.), to support daily services or even to fight crimes enhancing
public security. It is real issue as according to Maryann Lawlor
it is possible that “autonomous, networked and integrated robots
may be the norm rather the exception by 2025” [2]. The FAA
estimates that there will be “as many as 7,500 small commercial
UAS…in use by 2018, although that number may change upon
the release of the proposed rules on small UASs” [3]. They could
be used “in performing the three Ds: dull, dirty and dangerous
work, thereby protecting human pilots from fatigue and various
environmental hazards” [4]. More and more functions and tasks
are to be operated by unmanned systems and this a reality to
which there is a need to adopt by preparing societies and legal
aspects allowing avoiding their undesirable use. This is an effect of
assumption that people are still the weakest security component of
using UAVs. US Department of Defense assessed that some 70%
of manned aircraft catastrophes [5] are caused by human errors
and further autonomy will not eliminate it as still a human will be
controlling them.
At the present it is not so easy to fully predict to what purposes
drones could be used in the future. The society is usually considering
them as unmanned platforms to be used by armed forces or
national security related services to enhance their capabilities
to create safe and secure environment. Is it to be continued in the
future? The answer is given every day as we can observe them for
new applications. We could say, with high degree of certainty, that
in next one or two decades those devices will be even more ordinary
element of people’s daily life. However, it should not be forgotten
that drones are not only supporting security as those are also real
threat for overall security systems, including personal security.
The purpose of the paper to present drones applications as an
advantage but also a risk for national and private security along
with requirements for formalizing their utilization within legal
frameworks. It is assessed that drones utilization is an opportunity to
be exploited for both civilian purposes and their growing presence
in airspace is unstoppable process. The variety of application will
grow extremely quickly as of new technological discoveries and
innovative approach of designers. The growing density in the air is
causing the urgent need to enhance legal coverage to avoid incidents
as those are a danger now and that aspect will be more serious in
the future. The paper is composed of two major parts. The first is
focusing on current and future applications of drones and the
second one is discussing dangers toward using unmanned aerial
vehicles requiring legal solutions national and globally.

2. Drones application for private
use and public service
Drones are named in a few ways as: unmanned aerial vehicles
or UAVs, unmanned aerial systems or UASs, remotely piloted
aerial systems (RPASs) but in essence they are similar as it is about
an aircraft operated without a pilot on board. Their advantage
is manoeuvrability in airspace, low costs, easy way to operate,
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multifunctionality and variety of available payload both in size and
sophistication. US Congressional Research Service is recognizing
specifically the last element and “a central issue surrounding the use
of unmanned aircraft is the airborne sensors, particularly imaging
sensors that are mounted to the underbellies of these vehicles
to gather data and collect images of the earth below. While these
sensors may be utilized for a variety of beneficial applications, they
have also raised considerable concerns regarding their potential
intrusiveness, despite the aforementioned industry commitments to
respect the privacy of individuals” [6]. Among them such payloads
as less and more advanced cameras and electro-optical imagers,
infrared sensors exploited in night and in poor visibility, synthetic
aperture radars to penetrate through rain, fog, smoke and dust
or other specialized sensors (chemical, biological, radiological)
are recognized. Military applications proved abilities to operate
effectively in variety of weather and terrain using mounted
sensors and managed by a pilot located far away in safe location.
Integration of three basic elements in most UAVs: a ground station
(for piloting the vehicle), the payload, including sensor(s), video
and still cameras etc., and the platform (flying mechanism) [7] is
done in many configurations based on a customer needs. It is an
effective approach to ensure required applications and the number
of applications is unlimited and it is growing based on researchers
innovative approach and user expectations as “drones are versatile,
efficient and competitively-priced, a perfect combination reflected
in current enthusiasm” [7].
The delivery of goods is an important sector of local and global
services and that sector is creating many opportunities. Amazon
Company after research recognized the value of drones and in
December 2013 “Jeff Bezos, the CEO of Amazon.com (Amazon),
announced that the company was testing a new delivery system
called Prime Air” [3]. The aim of the Amazon Prime is to deliver
packages with weight up to 2.3 kilograms (five pounds) in no
more than 30 minutes using small drones (see the figure). The
vehicles will be constructed „with multiple redundancies, as
well as sophisticated “sense and avoid” technology. Additionally,
through our private trial in the UK, we will gather data to continue
improving the safety and reliability of our systems and operations“
[8]. The Prime Air centres are located in the United States, the
United Kingdom, Austria and Israel and tests are ongoing in other
countries. The issue is still related to legal regulation not allowing
some options e.g. US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is
prohibiting filming of the delivery. Amazon Prime is „currently
permitted to operate during daylight hours when there are low
winds and good visibility, but not in rain, snow or icy conditions.
Once we’ve gathered data to improve the safety and reliability of
our systems and operations, we will expand the envelope“[8].
Prime Air is important tool and it will be profitable undertaking
as some 86% of deliveries are to meet characteristics of the
concept [3]. Internet companies as Facebook and Google have
already invested into UAVs that “could fly at high altitudes (these
being respectively, Ascenta, a UK company, and the US Titan
Aerospace)” [7]. They are recognizing their value even to be used
as telecommunications relay points enhancing Internet access for
populations in remote areas enabling better access to new clients
and boosting their profit.
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Fig. 1. Amazon.com’s drone ‘Prime Air’ [8]

Privacy and safety of public events is another important solution
to be used by police and other security related services as they are
allowing monitoring large gatherings like demonstrations, concerts,
sport events etc. Another option is to monitor fragile infrastructure
during specific periods like religious celebrations, elections. Using
them for highways monitoring is allowing recognition of traffic jams
and accidents in real time speeding up support and creating warning
opportunities for other users. UAVs were used in US to monitor
political rallies, in Netherlands to surveillance football fans and their
aggressive behaviour, in India to observe sanctuaries often attacked
by ‘unknown’ people. Even the security of the NATO Summit in
2009 and also next summits were supported by drones; Indian
security forces supervised game venues and residential zones when
running Commonwealth Games in 2010 [4]. Drones are important
tool to fight organized crime allowing monitoring selected locations
and groups during day and night using specialized sensors. This
is especially important in cities as that way of shadowing is very
effective as of limitations of road systems and density of buildings.
The same is related to difficult terrain conditions allowing criminals
to hide and escape having good knowledge about terrain. It is e.g.
important toll to monitor national borders and it is used in many
countries and services as the United States Border Patrol; it is not
only limited to land borders but also for vast sea areas as UAVs could
monitor them following pre-planned routes. The same solutions are
already applied in Europe in Austria, UK, Germany, Poland and
other nations. In South America UAVs as used to discover illegal
plantations of marihuana and in Afghanistan to locate opium poppy
fields and routes of drug trafficking. Organization of special centres
for operating drones and their integration in overall monitoring
systems is under way to extend integration of new capabilities in
security systems of nations and beyond.
Monitoring forests and underpinning fighting fires is important
application recognized as one of first roles in the civilian functions.
Mounting infrared cameras and optical as payload has allowed
early warning and constant overview of situation in all weather
conditions and during limited visibility which is often linked with
fires. It allowed to safe human effort, resources and money when
covering large spaces. It encouraged other services to supervise
fragile areas endangered by natural disasters as ‘flying eyes’ allowed
examining “debris and identify victims of hurricane Katrina”
[7]. Such capabilities are enabling delivery of basic first aid kits,
medications and other urgently needed staff in many cases allowing
savings people’s life. This is connected with inability to access
endangered humans using other ways. Another example could be
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support for tourists stacked somewhere in mountains or remote
areas when temporarily isolating from other ways of supplies. The
UAVs support is not only related to humans as it is important aspect
of monitoring wildlife, coordination of anti-hunting activities
especially to safe endangered animals. Huge parks and wildlife
reserves are usually vast areas requiring close supervision to deny
poaching and drones are very suitable for that purpose being quiet
and reliable platforms.
Alternative option is to monitor and inspect important and
fragile infrastructure like power plants, pipelines, railways, dams,
electric grids, bridges, airports and others. Among them nuclear
power plants are very important as those could a matter of attack by
terrorist looking for effective ways to harm modern democracies.
In the case of any catastrophe drones equipped with specialized
radiological sensors could be sent to hotspot limiting risks for
crews. In general, close focus on critical infrastructure is supporting
their security and in the case of any damages or dangers is enabling
quick reaction toward specific spots denying the need to find it
losing time. Environmental protection is another application e.g.
by supporting control of growing smog in major cities during
unfavourable weather conditions as it is happening in major cities
like Lima, Phoenix, Beijing but also in Europe e.g. Naples, Rome,
Brussels. Chemical, biological, or radiological sensors may be
used to collect air samples in such environments being hazardous
for humans allowing warning citizens on time. The US National
Atmospheric and Oceanic Administration (NOAA), which is
concentrated on predicting changes in climate, weather, oceans,
and coasts as of their importance for economy, is investing into
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UASs). The vision related to them
is as follow: “UAS will revolutionize NOAA observing strategies
comparable to the introduction of satellite and radar assets decades
earlier” [9] as of better understanding global environment and
increasing predictability of impact of human activities. It has
equipped its UAVs with variety of advanced sensors to collect and
analyse different type of samples or to monitor any changes, to
research atmosphere research to predict natural disasters etc. Such
the approach has global context as it is allowing following the global
warming status and changes especially in such remote areas as Arctic
“to measure water and ice temperatures; ocean salinity; albedo (that
is, the reflectivity of the ice) and more” [10]. UAVs are equipped
with heat-sensitive, near-infrared cameras, radar altimeters, and
could drop “microbuoys” to water to measure salinity and send
out data. What is important UAVs could be complemented by
underwater drones deployed beneath the ice in the Arctic Ocean to
monitor ice melting and understand to assess when sea routes will
be more open for trade.
Search and Rescue are of great importance as time is critical
to save life especially in bad weather conditions or for peoples
who suffered injuries. That aspect of drones’ utilization is of great
attention as “some civilian applications of SAR include maritime
search and rescue in adverse conditions, fire line tracking in smoke,
iceberg detection and tracking, and oil spill monitoring. While SAR
platforms had only been available for large unmanned aircraft until
recently, in 2008, defense contractors demonstrated a 2-pound SAR
payload for small UAVs that were made commercially available in
2010” [6]. All the nations and services are recognizing the value
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of those new devices as in many cases access to people in need is
limited by terrain enhancing time to reach them and not always
aircraft or helicopters could land in specific areas. However, UAVs
are able to move more freely and even deliver emergency supplies
although with some limitations. In that context, it is necessary
to mention also big cities, as heavy traffic is another obstacle to
deliver urgent supplies like medicaments in short notice. The
Transplant Transportation Services Inc. recognized the value of
using drones to transport organs for transplantation as “reducing
safety risks, increasing operating room utilization through flexible
timing, surgeon cooperation and collaboration and significant cost
savings are just the beginning of what we all have so much to gain
from the use of these machines. Our partners are innovators and
leaders in their respective fields. There is no doubt that through
working closely with them; the benefits will change transplant, and
potentially the entire healthcare industry” [11]. Some years before
it was something not to be taken under consideration but it is just
reality supporting medical services. Specialized drones for that
fragile cargo are already developed and operational.
It is necessary to mention the importance of UAVs for media
as this is critical for newspapers, TV stations, and radio operators
to deliver up-to-date information on very competitive market.
The speed of delivering a ‘hot topic’ means for them commercial
success. This is why UAVs are very useful tool both in crowded cities
allowing quick presence in any ‘hot spot’ and it is referring also to
remote areas with limited entry. That type of platforms is useful for
war correspondents to motor situation, to provide reports from
conflicts zones avoiding direct exposure for danger. UAVs’ aerial
picture and videos are highly desired materials requiring presenting
them in short notice to be ahead of other media providers and are
used by worldwide news providers as BBC, CNN, and many others.
The competition among drones’ users of airspace and rivalry
among them in getting information is an issue as they want them
very quickly to present as first provider. It is encouraging investments
in that sector of modern industry. It is estimated that “Venture
capitalists have invested over $40 million in drone technology in
the first ten months of 2013 (which is double the investment from
the previous year, and expected to grow in the future), and sales of
civilian drones are expected to be over $8.2 billion within the next
decade” [3]. That number is growing every year with increasing
speed. If such the issues as “the capability to autonomously and
safely manoeuvre in confined spaces and the removal of the legal
requirement of supervised operation within the line of sight” [12]
will be lifted the amount of drones will be significantly bigger in
airspace. The number of applications will be connected with mowing
from general purpose drones toward more and more specialized
platforms meeting requirements of private and commercial users.
There are more capable platforms under development which in
the future will carry more payloads but time is necessary to make
technological jump along with increasing their safety as of growing
risks for manned aircraft and people on the ground. The legal
aspects are still behind technologies and it requires organizational
and national solutions to follow UAVs progress and application to
increase safety of their use and to enhance their supportive role
when minimising risks.
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3. The security aspects of using
drones
The US Congress has adopted an act regarding modernization
and reform of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The
focus of the reform has been to execute government actions to
speed up an integration of all the drones within US airspace, which
is recognized to be the most overcrowded airspace in the world. It
was forced by enormous number of requests the FAA has been
receiving to grant certificates for variety of commercial activities
using new capabilities; it was mainly linked with certificates to
use drones for videoing. One of reasons was that even “model
aircraft may pose a safety hazard to full-scale aircraft in flight and
to persons and property on the ground” [13]. However, such the
permissions were treated as precedents; the situation has changed
and those permissions are rather norm than precedent. The
applications are mainly related to different branches of industry
and economy, as: agriculture, energy sector, health care, protection
of natural environment, postal services and also tourism. US
Congress recognizing a challenge related to drones was concerned
that those are violating right to privacy and imposed some
limitations e.g. they cannot be weaponized, surveillance only in
public spaces, collected videos must be deleted in 24hours (judge
could extend it) [14]. There is also a law against ‘drone stalking’
and ‘peeping drones’ to avoid spying or track individuals. Among
others reasons, the request of the Amazon Company to be granted
approval to deliver post using drones has grasped the attention of
government. Similar project was considered e.g. by the German
DHL Company which was permitted to deliver the drone based
services being first in Europe [15]. Also other global multinational
technology companies e.g. Google and Facebook have expressed
their interest in exploitation of options offered by drones.
Amazon is recognizing the risks related to uncontrolled use
of airspace asking for unified solutions to meet expectations of all
users. The drones in that architecture are already reality and they
just must find their place. To increase safety Amazon is proposing
division of airspace as follows (visualization is presented in Figure
2) [16]:
• Airspace below 152metres feet (‘Low-Speed Localized Traffic’)
reserved for (1) terminal non-transit operations such as
surveying, videography and inspection, and (2) operations for
lesser-equipped vehicles, e.g. ones without sophisticated ‘senseand avoid’ (SAA) technology. Those lesser-equipped vehicles
will not have access to certain airspace in this zone, such as over
heavily-populated areas;
• A ‘High-Speed Transit’ space, between 61 and 122metres
for well-equipped drones following relevant performance
standards and rules;
• The airspace between 122 and 152metres as a permanent
drones ‘No Fly Zone’, except in emergencies;
• ‘Predefined Low Risk Locations’ regulated by aviation authorities
including e.g. airfields with premeditated parameters for altitude
and payloads.
The model is of course a matter of negotiations with many
stakeholders to achieve consensus. There is however strong belief
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that it will increase safety and will support regulating use of
airspace allowing implementation of new capabilities offered by
drones.

Fig. 2. Visualization of Amazon proposed airspace design model [16]

The challenge connected with drones is quite often related to
their security or rather safety of their utilization for private and
commercial purposes and also with privacy. It was recognized and
approached by US Congress which revised a legal act related to
FAA. It was focused on better integration of drones toward US
airspace being overcrowded airspace in the world and the trend
will continue so “by 2020, the FAA expects to have as many as
30,000 drones flying over the United States” [17]; the numbers are
different in other sources. The number of commercial requests to
grant certificates for variety businesses is constantly growing; many
are coming also from private users. It is linked with safety as
many users are not properly trained and there is a tendency to
overestimate skills and it could lead to accidents, and even “model
aircraft may pose a safety hazard to full-scale aircraft in flight and to
persons and property on the ground” [13]. US Congress is treating
very seriously privacy as of national laws and regulations based
on the correct estimate that drones are easy tool to use for illegal
activities violating personal privacy. Similar conclusions came from a
research published Philip Boucher with the aim “to provide an early
understanding of ﬁrst impressions and visions of civil drones, and
the boundaries of acceptability in their development” [18]. It was
recognized that many participants of the research were concerned
e.g. about privacy, function creep that could violate the boundaries
of acceptability, border between acceptable and unacceptable use.
It was linked with recommendations for necessary solutions like
“licensing of pilots, registration of devices, mandatory liability
insurance” and others to limit “use to trusted authorities and require
authorisation, which would depend upon the application and its
social beneﬁts”.
The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) has already
developed road map to develop necessary rules for using UAVs. It
released in 2015 the Technical Opinion ‘Introduction of a regulatory
framework for the operation of unmanned aircraft’ with proposals
“for a regulatory framework and for low-risk operations of all
unmanned aircraft irrespective of their maximum certified take-off
mass” [19]. It recognised security and privacy as major concerns as
safety must be related to avoiding harming propel on the ground,
mid-air collisions with manned aircraft; and damage to critical and
sensitive infrastructure [19]. The document includes 24 specific
proposals to be further researched and implemented to regulate use
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of drones as another contributor to air traffic. The latest development
is the EASA’s document “‘Prototype’ Commission Regulation on
Unmanned Aircraft Operations” [20] released on 22 August 2016
allowing stakeholders’ familiarization with propositions to make
consultations later. This is to be further developed in EU nations
with some national characteristics. In the United Kingdom there is
no need to register a non-commercial drone as for now. However,
that type of flying vehicles in under concerns as there is growing
number of incidents related to them. Arthur Cracknell made a
research and recognized significant growth from 2014. When
comparing year 2015 and 2016 he recognized more than doubled
number of drone related incidents (from some 30 up to some 70)
[21]. He is presenting some incidents as one at Heathrow Airport on
17 April 2016 – “a British Airways Airbus A320 on a ﬂight with 132
passengers and 5 crew from Geneva and an alleged collision with a
drone as the plane was near to landing” [21]. Another one happened
on 20 July 2016 when an Embraer 190 after taking oﬀ from London
City airport was enforced to turn and climb to avoid collision with a
drone. The challenge is that many of drones are just anonymous and
it is not easy to track their operators. The better situation is related
to commercial drones as obtaining permission from the UK’s
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is regulated by law with specific
requirements defining: visual line of sight, the minimum distance
from people and properties, restricted airspace, collection, storage
and use of obtained data[21].
There is another term a ‘politics of verticality’ which “has
emerged with drones in the domestic realm, not only in the physical
sense, but institutionally and organizationally” [1]. It is linked with
emergence of the third dimension of physical space as of ‘bird’s
eye’ view is affecting privacy and is a danger e.g. for air traffic as of
growing presence of drones close to airports. ‘Geofencing’ could be
a solution toward that challenge by adopting software denying UAVs
use in the vicinity of specific locations as airports, governmental
infrastructure, critical energy infrastructure (nuclear power plants,
pipelines, electric grids etc.) and others. This a real vulnerability as
“the adoption of drones in the domestic realm, by government and
public agencies, as well as commercial organizations, highlights the
primacy of the visual and makes the surveillance and monitoring of
large sections of civil life possible, whether or not the technologies
are being used for surveillance and data collection in policing and
public safety” [1]. The problem is that data collected could be used
for variety of purposes including illegal and immoral utilization for
personal or organizational profit. Drones are silent, well equipped
in cameras, surveillance devices allowing collecting data in secret
way to be used for civilian and military applications. It can be seen
during protests, manifestations presenting public disappointment
against some governmental decisions as drones are used to monitor,
record people to use it against them later. Space and location are not
playing a role allowing multidimensional view. On the other hand,
UAVs are to supervise remote areas, inaccessible locations, borders
saving resources and money when providing valuable and precise
information. Utilization of drones includes criminal organization
as those are very effective in adopting new tools recognizing their
value and lack of clear legal regulations.
It is worth to notice, that from security point of view, every
air and land component of a drone could be a subject of terrorist
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or cyber-attack; in specific conditions it could cause a danger
for air traffic and aviation in general. It is also relatively easy to
overtake control of a drone. Todd Humphrey, professor at the
University of Texas at Austin’s Radio navigation Laboratory, has
demonstrated that hacking a civilian drone is ease. He presented
for the Department of Homeland Security that using a limited
budget and some persons, he is able to “send signals to an UAV’s
GPS receiver, hijack the aircraft in mid-air, and control its route”
[17]. He spent some 1,000 USD on equipment and designing an
application. The threat of hijacking UAVs is not to be excluded
as it is doable and possible to be used by illegal or even terrorists’
organizations. The safety is an issue and it will be a challenge
but “progress in regulating civilian UAV use is likely to lead to
additional sensors and communications devices to avoid restricted
airspace and collisions with other aircraft” [22] like Automatic
Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) systems used on
manned aircraft, GPS, advanced software, sophisticated data or
communications tools making them more resistant for cyber or
electronic attacks.

5. Conclusion
The drones have variety of opinions among society and they
are often connected with negative impression, which is caused
by their utilization during military conflicts of last years. The
US unmanned combat aerial vehicle MQ-1 “Predator” has been
a symbol of UAVs combat role targeting terrorists, however
often killing innocent civilians. That perception is changing as
more and more drones applications are supporting daily life and
those are visible in many roles as presented before. The number
of drones’ application is and will be growing to support peoples
life in developed and developing countries and it is recognized by
modern societies. Citizens are recognizing that those “eyes in the
sky” are not aimed to endanger them but rather to support their
daily life. The number of applications will inevitable raise in coming
years as there are more capabilities coming from miniaturization,
software, engineering and other research and science domains.
Those are easily adoptable by producers to meet expectations of
private users and commercial organizations. The trend is positive
in nature. The legal aspect must however follow technology and
innovative utilization to be sure that drones will not be used to
harm democratic nations which believe that technology is only to
support and not to undermine their values and way of life.
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ABSTRACT

RailTopoModel is a tool for logical define object model of the data related to railway infrastructure. In April 2016,
the standard was released by the UIC (International Union of Railways) as International Railway Standard IRS
30100:2016. RailML has been developed since 2002. It is based on the XML - meta-language that is used to define
other languages. RailML is used as a data exchange format in railway systems. It includes within its scope data
relating to railway traffic management, rolling stock management, stacking timetables, information for passengers,
booking and selling tickets. RailML is currently available in version 2.3. Its upcoming version 3.0 has been especially
designed to ensure compliance with RailTopoModel and will be the first practical implementation of this standard.
Additionally interlocking schema will be included to the RailML 3.0 schema. The authors pay attention to the
importance of both RailML and RailTopoModel specification. The current state of the standards and their prospects
are discussed. The authors also present their own software which allows edit and validate RailML files.
KEYWORDS: RailTopoModel, IRS 30100, RailML, XML, data exchange standards, railway IT systems

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the operation of modern railway systems without
the use of information technology is impossible. Their use allow
us not only to optimize operating costs [1, 2, 3], but also enable
multidimensional cooperation of companies operating in a wide
variety of railway business areas. This necessity of collaboration
of many diverse and independent systems [4, 5] that work for
numerous railway companies forces to design and maintain a lot
of interfaces, which are used only to convert and exchange data
between these systems. At the same time the problem of ensuring
the interoperability of systems is compounded by the lack of
standards of protocols and data structures which are necessary
for information exchange [3, 5].

2. The problem of data exchange
between systems
The variety of data structures, which are used in the cooperating
systems enforces data conversion, whenever they are exchanged
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between applications (Fig. 1). However, the conversion process
is costly and time-consuming and decreases the efficiency of the
system. In addition, for each pair of cooperating systems, the
model and the format of the exchanged data must be defined as
well as the additional technical aspects of information exchange
must be specified.

Fig. 1. In case of the lack of data format standardization the
cooperation with other system requires each time the data
conversion into a new format [own study]
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The data model defines objects and their topological structure
and determines their attributes. The selected data format is one of
the possible model data representation that is used by the particular
system. Adapters (interfaces) allow to convert this format of the
data into a common data exchange format, thus enabling system
cooperation (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The data exchange between two cooperating systems [own
study]

If we assume that n particular systems need data transfer
between them then the number of necessary interfaces will be L [6]:

L = n(n − 1)
For example, if we assume that there is a need to exchange data
between 6 various railway systems it means, in accordance with the
above equation, the need to design and maintain 30 interfaces. This
example clearly shows a great need for unifying data structures,
because in general terms, if the number of programs increases
linearly, the number of adapters grows quadratically. If we realize
that the number of railway applications is steadily increasing the
task of unifying data structures becomes even more significant.
The data structures standardization would allow to solve data
exchange issues. Then the number of adapters L will be equal to
the number of cooperating railway applications [6]:

L=n
In this case, multiple data conversion is not needed (Fig. 3). It
should be noticed that in case of standardization the requirements
for the model and data format must consider the purpose of data
usage and existing tools as well as should be independent of the
interfaces.

Fig. 3. Cooperation between systems in case of unifying data model
and its format [own study]
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3. RailML
An attempt to standardise data structures for cooperating railway
systems must take into consideration the modern data formats used
in information technology. The most important of them are the
ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation 1) [7, 8, 9], and XML (Extensible
Markup Language) [11]. The last one is an open standard developed
by the W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) and is supported by
software market leaders.
XML is a language that describes data, in other words, metalanguage. In short it can be said that XML is used for describing other
languages (XML application) in order to store information. Examples
of such applications can be numerous XM-based standards: XHTML,
RSS, MathML, CML, FpML, ebXML, GML, SVG, MusicML, SMIL,
RDF, OWL, TransXML as well as described in this article Railway
Markup Language (RailML). In all these examples, XML as a data
exchange mechanism plays a crucial role.
Because XML simultaneously store data and describe their
structure this format is very efficient. The XML documents are
divided into markup and content, that may be distinguished by the
simple syntactic rules. XML itself does not define a set of tags and
attributes, so that they can be specifically defined and matched to
the particular application. At the same time, we define by ourselves
a data structure that can be tabulated, but can also adopt a tree form.
Built-in namespace mechanism provides easy extension of
existing documents while maintaining forward and backward
compatibility. Several methods that allow to define the syntax,
structure and content validation can be used. These include, inter
alia: Document Type Definition (DTD) language, the W3C XML
Schema (XSD), RELAX NG, which is part of Document Schema
Definition Languages (DSDL) specification, Schematron and
Namespace Routing Language (NRL). XML Schema Definition is
recommended by W3C and currently the most popular standard
which describes the elements and their attributes that can appear
in an XML files. This definition also specifies child elements, data
types and default values for elements and their attributes [11]. This
tool (XML Schema) is used by the authors to validate RailML files
in dedicated editor. This capabilities of prepared software will be
described later in this article.
RailML is open XML-based standard which is being developed
since 2002, initially by a group of researchers from German
Fraunhofer Institute for Transportation Systems and Infrastructure
in Dresden and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology’s Institute
for Transportation Planning and Systems [11]. At present, the
RailML Consortium was extended to include researchers from
several universities, railroad operating companies, private research
institutes, and consulting firms. RailML standards are developed
in the context of technical discussions that are open to everyone
interested in developing applications for the international railroad
industry. The Fraunhofer Institute serves as the partnership’s technical
coordinator providing resources such as the web page and discussion
forum [12]. The first stable version 1.0 was released in 2005 for
productive usage. A version 2.3 published in 2016 is the latest
production version. The publication of the RailML 3 final version
which will consider the RailTopoModel standard (International
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Railway Standard - IRS 30100) developed under the auspices of UIC
has been scheduled for 2017 [3, 12, 13].
RailML was designed to enable cooperation of railway applications.
Communication between them that use RailML can be performed
using two alternative methods. In the first method RailML can serve
as a standardized format for data exchange that was mentioned
above. In this case, applications can export and import RailML files,
however, internally still use their own data formats. In some cases,
some of the applications can use RailML as a native data structure.
Alternatively, the direct communication based, for example, on
TCP / IP can be used. This method is particularly suitable for those
pairs of systems that use RailML as native data format - then no
additional data import\export filters do not have to be implemented.
In RailML similarly to all XML documents, the hierarchical - tree
structure of the document is used, in which the root is the <railml>
tag. The root is the parent of all nested elements that hierarchically
may contain subelements (children). Subelements must be in pairs
and correctly nested within their parent element. All elements can
have specified additional attributes that enable their more precise
description. In the RailML 2.3 specification the root may include
three types of subelements, <infrastructure>, <rollingstock> and
<timetable> (Fig. 4).

[14, 15]. However, the main reason for the release the new RailML
specification is to ensure compliance with the described below
RailTopoModel standard (IRS 30100).
<rollingstock id=”vn06”>
<vehicles>
<vehicle id=”vn10” name=”EN62” length=”58.95”
speed=”160” bruttoWeight=”107” />
<vehicle id=”vn12” name=”ET22” length=”19.24”
speed=”125” bruttoWeight=”120” />
<vehicle id=”vn14” name=”HCP111A” length=”24.5”
speed=”160” bruttoWeight=”39.5” />
</vehicles>
<formations>
<formation id=”vn19” name=”EN62”>
<trainOrder>
<vehicleRef orderNumber=”1” vehicleRef=”vn10” />
</trainOrder>
</formation>
<formation id=”vn27”
name=”ET22 with 4 cars”>
<trainOrder>
<vehicleRef orderNumber=”1” vehicleRef=”vn12” />
<vehicleRef orderNumber=”2” vehicleRef=”vn14”
vehicleCount=”4” />
</trainOrder>
</formation>
</formations>

</rollingstock>

Fig. 5. Sample <rollingstock > section of RailML file [own study]

4. RailML File Editor

Fig. 4. Main subelements of <railml> root (RailML 3 developer
preview version) [own study based on 3, 12]

The <Infrastucture> tag defines, among other things, the following subelements of infrastructure: <infraAttrGroups>, <tracks>,
<trackGroups>, <controllers>, <operationControlPoints>, <speedProfiles>, <visualizations>.
The <rollingstock> tag defines, inter alia, the following subelements:
<vehicles> and <formations>. They are used to describe the data, the
structure and parameters of the rolling stock. A practical example
of the trains description using subelements and attributes of the
<rollingstock> is shown in Fig. 5.
The next of the elements, that is shown in Fig. 4, it is <timetable>.
It contains data structures suitable for describing timetables. The
following tags are defined as <timetable> children: <timetablePeriods>,
<operatingPeriods>, <categories>, <annotations>, <trainParts>,
<trains>, <trainGroups> and <rosterings> [12].
In the next standard version - RailML 3 - the schema extension
was announced. The interlocking information will be included.
The developer RailML3 version describes, inter alia, following
information (Fig. 4): signal plans, blocks and route locking table

For purposes of their analysis the authors have built their own
software RailML File Editor (Fig. 6). It allows to view and edit
RailML files (.xml) and XML Schema Definition (.xsd). They can be
saved in native format and exported to HTML, Rich Text Format
(.rtf) and Adobe Portable Document Format (.pdf) (Fig. 7).
The software also cooperate with the open source tool XSDDiagram [15] and in the case of viewing or editing XML Schema
Definition can generate graphical visualization of the schema diagrams
(Fig. 4).
The view mode allows to present a document in the form of a
tree, and after selecting one of its nodes allow to view its attributes and
values. In edit mode the possibility of RailML syntax highlighting as
well as the convenient tools to search and navigate in the document
are available. What is important, this software allows to validate
RailML documents and XSD schemas.

Fig. 6. RailML File Editor main window [own study]
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Fig. 7. Export formats of RailML File Editor [own study]

The software is also equipped with the ability to print both
kinds of documents and the convenient print preview (Fig. 8).

5. RailTopoModel
According to [17] topology is the study of geometrical properties
and spatial relations unaffected by the continuous change of shape
or size of figures. Topology is usually we used to abstract the
inherent connectivity of objects while ignoring their detailed forms.
In technology, topology is a tool that allows to show how the system
constituent parts are interrelated or arranged, which is very useful
in the transformation the reality into a model of the system (Fig.
9). The proposed model is based on graph theory and therefore
is independent from the type of the represented objects and their
properties. The objects in the designed graph are represented as
nodes or edges and called NetElements.

Fig. 8. Print preview window in RailML File Editor [own study]

The main purpose of modelling is to define and describe
railway objects as well as system events in order to show how they
can be used, and how they cooperate and interact.

In 2013, under the aegis of ERIM (European Rail Infrastructure
Masterplan) Task Force of the UIC feasibility study of international
infrastructure model was conducted. The research projects checked
also the possibility of creating an universal data exchange format
[18]. In this document the analysis of models used by companies
operating in the railway market and available data exchange formats
were conducted. Special attention was paid to available at that time
and matured the RailML specification.
This analysis [11, 18] led to the fallowing conclusions:
• because iron network is similar in every country most of the
features in analysed topological models are compatible,
• previously designed topological models were created not as
universal, but in view of their specific applications,
• systemic and scalable core model would the most appropriate,
• the amount of available data and its accuracy may vary
significantly depending on the railway company and the country,
• the designed model should support data with varying
degrees of detail (Tab. 1). The description can be as general
as corridors; it can be brought at line level, track level, down
to physical components such as switches, lineside signals or
balises [19].
•
Table 1. RailTopoModels - predefined levels of details [11, 18]
Level of details
micro (detailed level)
meso (track level)
macro (line level)
Corridor (international level)

Supported data
track geometry, signalling, ETCS
train dispatching
timetabling, stations
cartography, economical analysis

Structuring of functional and organizational requirements as
well as content of the model were proposed. As a modelling tool
UML diagrams were selected [20, 21], and using them has allowed
to define RailTopoModel . This standard according to the authors
of the above-mentioned feasibility study should take into account,
inter alia, following recommendations [11, 18, 19]:
• the UIC RailTopoModel should be a minimal core topology
model,
• model should be extensible,
• only standardized model and data exchange format can ensure
the interoperability of the railway IT systems,
• the model should take into account and apply the existing
standards [22],
• designed standard should enable the possibility of gradual
development and the layers of the model should be enriched
in stages in order to keep up with needs of the railway industry.
It was also considered [18] that the RailML is the appropriate
format, which allows to store and exchange the necessary data and
meets all the requirements in this regard. At the same time limitations
of the format were noted, especially in terms of the topology model
and support tools.
Finally RailTopoModel specification was published as an
International Standard Railway IRS 30100:2016 in September 2016.
Within its framework, in the form of UML diagram, the objects
occurring at different levels of the railway network were defined as
classes. All object reference to the topology of the railway network
at the appropriate level of aggregation. The components that are not

Fig. 9. Railway topology modelling [own study]
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directly elements of the railway network, but have an impact on it
were also included in this standard. In the scope of the specification
the varied methods of objects positioning were included [18].
Functional objects, dimensions and properties in RailTopoModel
were presented in Fig. 10.

determined by accessibility to specifications of proprietary data
formats used in such software.
RailTopoModel specification as well as IRS standard 30100:
2016, which is final outcome of international work on response to
the specific needs of railway companies related to the necessity
of multi-level description of the structure and topology of the
railway network. As the standard defines only the model and
provides the documentation it remains completely independent of
its possible applications and its practical implementation. The very
first implementation of this model will be probably, announced
for the current year, RailML 3 specification, which will be released
especially to ensure compliance with the requirements of IRS 30100:
2016. It will define a new, universal data exchange format which is
based on RailTopoModel, and is eagerly awaited on the market. The
availability of a common data model will facilitate the development
of software, processes and services for the railway industry. Unify
data structures used by these systems and availability to a common
data exchange format (RailML) in authors’ opinion will probably
revolutionize the data flow in the railway industry.

Acknowledgment
Fig. 10. RailTopoModel - functional objects, dimensions and
properties [own study based on 11, 19]

6. Conclusion
In railway applications of IT systems the proprietary and mutually
incompatible solutions have been used by manufacturers for many
years. These IT systems have worked in different areas of the companies’
activities. Although their application delivers considerable benefits in
the areas of their usages, the mutual incompatibility and closed formats
cause a lot of problems.
The holistic way of looking at the railway operating, the use of
universal standards for the description of the railway infrastructure
and the use of open data formats which are producer-independent
and application-independent, may transfer the operation of IT
systems to a whole new level of cooperation. The very first versions
of the RailML showed that such universal approach to certain tasks,
such as traffic management, rolling stock management, stacking
timetables, information for passengers, booking and selling tickets is
very practical. Further versions of the standard progressively increases
the number of possible applications (for example, interlocking data).
The number of implementations of RailML standard in software used
in railway operations is still growing, especially in this software which
is produced by the members of RailML consortium.
Inspired by the growing popularity of the standard the authors
began work on their own software to edit RailML files. The result
of this work is shown in this text the first version of RailML File
Editor. This software still requires intensive development, but for
now, it is useful for users who need view\edit RailML files or XSD
schemas. An interesting possibility for further development of this
software, which is considered by the authors, is to allow the import
and export data to and from various formats used by the railway
software. The possibility of implementation of these functions is
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ABSTRACT

The development of technology led to a situation where the developed economies are completely dependent on
electricity. Access to energy sources modern power stations, the right structure and condition of the transmission
lines as well as providing continuity of supply are the basis for national energy security. Failures in the energy system
always result in financial losses incurred by both suppliers and consumers of electricity. The costs depend mainly
on the scope of the accident, the degree of damage to the power system, the duration and the number of customers
without power. The modern energy is facing a very long list of problems. Overcoming these problems is the basis of
energy security of the country. The globalization of the world economy, next to its threats is also a cornerstone of the
joint actions to ensure the continuity of supply of energy to customers. A very of importance then becomes ensure
the functioning of transportation during system failures.
KEYWORDS: blackout, railway traffic control devices, power quality, disorders of the supply voltage

1. Introduction
It is obvious that a power outage causes the immobilization of
consumers using electricity as a power source. Each user experienced
such a situation. It was for him more or less problematic. In most
cases, the duration of the power outage was short enough that it
caused only minor problems mainly related to work (resets of
computers, being not connected to the corporate network, etc.) or
the functioning of the household (no lighting, no Internet access,
being not able to use the house appliances).
Customers with receivers sensitive to power outage or voltage
dips (hospitals, data processing centres, banks, etc.) widely uses
reserve power supply (UPS, generators, energy storage systems).
Increasingly, there are situations when the recipients deprived
of power are counted in thousands or even millions. In addition,
power outages are long enough to cause a threat to human life and
the very large financial losses.
One of the areas of the economy very strongly related to
electricity is transportation. You can extract few branches of transport
directly dependent on the power supply. These include metro, trams,
electric cars or trains using electric traction. Air transport or cars are
using fuel as a primary energy. However, indirectly, without access
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to electricity for a longer period of time, the operation of air and
automobile transport becomes difficult or impossible.
In this article authors demonstrate the effect of systemic failure
on the operation of transport, particularly rail, analyze failures that
occur in different countries, as well as problems with the lack of
power in Polish power system.

2. System failures in the world
We talk about the failure of the system when it concerns a large
part of the national power system. Such failures are referred to
as blackout. In recent years, the lack of power affects a growing
number of customers causing huge financial losses [1].
Fig. 1 shows summarizes the time, the place and the number
of population, Which suffered the greatest failures of the system
in the world.
System failures affect almost all sectors of the economy and
social life. The costs of the lack of power and poor quality of
electricity are counted in billions of dollars. According to the report
[2] in the United States alone the losses as a result of a failure in 2003
was estimated at approx. $10 billion.
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Fig. 1. The biggest system’s failures in the world [own study]
Fig. 3. Swarms of stranded people attempted to leave Manhattan [7]

The biggest failure of the system in Europe took place in
September 28, 2003. The entire power system in Italy (except Sicily)
has been disconnected from the European power system [3]. Failure
lasting more than 20 hours affected more than 57 million inhabitants
of Italy. It caused massive traffic paralysis in public transport. More
than 30,000 people were evacuated in Italy from stopped trains. The
passengers of the metro in Rome were waiting several hours for
help [4].
Year 2003 was not the happiest for energy services in the
world. In the first half of August 2003 a huge failure in the power
networks in Canada and the USA has happened. No power supply
lasted over 2 days and affected 55 million people. After eleven
days, on the 25th of August, last generation units (power units) in
Canada were re-launched [5].
Similarly, as in Italy, both in the US and Canada, a power
failure has caused huge problems in all communication means of
transport. As one of the first to feel the effects of a power failure
were passengers of transport using electricity as a driving source.
The evacuation of thousands of passengers from the subway and
trains took a lot of time, and required the smooth operation of
rescue services.

Hundreds of flights canceled and passengers stranded at airports are
also consequences of the lack of power supply. It should be emphasized
that air transport seems to be best prepared for such problems. This
may result from a very large impact of weather conditions on its safe
operation. Over the decades, the airlines have developed procedures to
ensure the safety and comfort of passengers in emergency situations,
both in the air and at the airports.

Fig. 4. Passengers crowd at a railway station as they sit on tracks
while waiting for the electricity to be restored in Kolkata July
31, 2012 [8]

The failure, which affected the largest number of people (over
670 million) took place in India on 30-31 July 2012. Also in this
case there was a powerful communication paralysis.

Fig. 2. Evacuating an elevated section of the NYC Transit subway [6]

People trapped in hundreds of elevators, enclosed in a small
spaces had to wait for the release for several hours. Emergency
services had a problems with quickly getting to the places which
was the cause of such a long wait for help. Inoperative traffic lights
heightened chaos in automobile communication.
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Fig. 5. Passengers wait on a train at railway station during the
power outage in New Delhi [9]
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3. Failures in the Polish power
system
Failures in the Polish power system most often occur in
distribution networks. They affect from several to tens of thousands
of consumers, primarily municipal. The main causes are weather
anomalies, like very strong winds, cable icing, lightning. Aging
pipes and damage to equipment in the stations are additional factors
increasing the risk of power outages.

Fig. 6. Damaged poles of a high voltage power supply Szczecin [10]

One of the greatest failures in the Polish power system took
place on 7-8 April 2008. As a result of icing cables two main lines of
high voltage 220 kV powering Szczecin conurbation were damaged
- Foto 5. Also three lines of 110kV and a number of the medium and
low voltage lines were damaged.
There was a pause in the work of the power plant “Szczecin”
and “Pomorzany”. 628,000 residents of West Pomeranian Province,
including 330,000 in the Szczecin itself have been deprived of
electricity.
Wires icing lead to the damage to the catenary of the railway
line Szczecin-Swinoujscie. In the absence of power to operate the
line Szczecin - Stargard Szczeciński diesel locomotives were used
– Fig 7.

Fig. 7. Diesel locomotives pulling electric trains, Szczecin, 2008 [10]

Within Szczecin trams did not work. On the whole area
covered by the disaster petrol stations did not sell, due to lack of
power supply.
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4. Powering the equipment for
monitoring and controlling
the rail traffic
Fundamental role in the security of the transport process are
the railway traffic control devices and electronic systems controlled
by them. In terms of quality and reliability of supply, these devices
are classified as category I . Railway traffic control devices therefore
decide on efficiency and provide to minimize the occurrence of
threat to the security of railway traffic [11].
Security of electricity supply is provided from two independent
lines and a reserve generator. Power requirements define technical
guidance construction of railway traffic control devices. For block
posts power from one line only is allowed as well as from manually
operated generating sets [12]. Switching power supply from the
network core to the reserve dispenses with the automatic switching
reserve. Switching from one line to the other should not take more
than 2 seconds. Starting the generator should be one minute from
the power failure in the power supply lines [13].
For safety reasons, there are circuits that require uninterruptible
power supply. These include: substitute signal circuits, shields
warning lights circuits, red semaphore lights circuits. Energy from
the batteries should ensure continuous operation of the receivers
at least for a period of one hour [12]. Most computers supervising
the operation of devices controlling rail traffic have UPS as a
source of backup power.
In the event of a complete power failure in accordance with the
instructions on running train traffic R-1, duty introduces a telephone
command and report preparation of route [14]. Please note that the
lack of dependence of electrical motion control reduces the security
level to the first level.

5. Power generators as a source
of backup power
Power generators are currently the primary sources of backup
power for a receivers that require a continuous supply of electricity.
Due to the very wide range of power they can be used by individual
consumers, municipal and also by industrial applications. These
devices are of particular importance in the event of a major failure
in the power system. They become, for a few days, the only source
of electricity. The operating time is only limited by fuel supply for
the engine powering the generator. In the event of a system failure
(blackout) the quantity of accumulated fuel becomes a key issue
for the continuity of power. The analysis conducted by the authors
indicates that the basic problem is the correct operation of petrol
stations and assurance of fuel supplies to consumers [15].
Generator providing backup power supply is in a separate
chamber of the control room. According to the instruction E-24 it
shall be activated by the control service once a week for a period of
one hour [16]. Employees of the control room should be adequately
trained [17]. In addition to stationary units, mobile units are also
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used. The following are characteristics of the aggregates used for
backup power devices SRK.
One of the units used to supply traffic control devices between
Warsaw and Katowice in an intermediate station is the generating
set ZSE25-3 400-A-06 with a power rating of 25kV. Starting unit
occurs automatically. At the time of power failure, after approx. 10
seconds, the engine preheats itself for about 30 seconds. Then the
signal is fed to the fuel solenoid and followed up by the generating.
The unit has automatic regulation voltage with a 25% overload for
a period of 1 hour. The tank is 70 litres of diesel.
Another unit used to power the railway traffic control devices
at a junction between Warsaw - Katowice is generating set PAD633/400 with a rated power of 63kVA, with automatic start and stop.
It is one of the larger devices used primarily on large nodal stations
and marshalling yards. The current carrying capacity is 91 A. Fuel
tank capacity is 120 litres, the combustion of 10-12 l/h.
Unit AP3-1000EA with a capacity of 10 kVA is one of the latest
devices are used as a source of backup power-level junction on
the line Warsaw - Krakow. It has an electronic voltage regulation
(AVR) with a sinusoidal shape in the range of + 2.5%. (THD less
than 4%). Fuel tank with a capacity of 35 litres can only work for
a period of 12 hours.
If the break in the power supply line (main power) lasts from a
few to several hours if power generators fully fulfil their role. They
provide power for controlling devices, which are responsible for
the safety of train traffic. The problems start to appear when the
interruption lasts much longer. This may occur in the event of a
major failure in the power system. It becomes necessary to bring
fuel for generators, which at the present problems with transport
and connectivity is not a simple matter. Power generators
supplying units of special importance for train operations should
have extra fuel tanks to ensure that they work for a few days.

6. Conclusion
Communication chaos accompanied every major failure of
power systems in the world. It was particularly noticeable in large
urban areas. No-power supply affected all types of communication.
Immobilized metro and railway lines required the evacuation of
thousands of passengers. Problems with traffic lights paralyzed
car transport. People numbering in the hundreds of thousands
tried to reach their homes To ensure the efficient transport as soon
as possible seems to be essential. The key role is rail transport.
Sufficient diesel locomotive power and traffic control devices can
provide safe transportation for thousands of passengers. Due to
the enormity of the problems arising from the lack of power, it is
obvious that you can run only the key sections of railway lines. It is
mainly determined by the amount of locomotives powered from an
independent power supply than railway traction.
The authors draw attention to the need to provide backup power
to devices SRK and communication and supervision of railway traffic
for an extended period of time. Restoration of electricity in the power
system can last several days. During this period, particularly large
cities need commutation of basic products: water, food, medicines,
fuel, power supply equipment in hospitals and disease control centres,
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etc. A failure in Szczecin agglomeration already showed the problems
the inhabitants of large cities with a break in the supply of electricity
have to confront.
When analysing failures in power systems occurring in the
world, one should consider the possibility of such an accident in
Poland. It seems appropriate, therefore, to develop procedures that
allow for operation of railway traffic on selected sections in the
event of a blackout.
In the absence of power to a large area of the country, the passenger
service is a separate issue. Please note that tills, bank terminals and a
considerable part of the equipment at the railway station do not work.
Only by the analysis of several major failures occurring in the
last several years at the biggest station in Poland, Central Station,
shows what problems are encountered by passengers in the event
of a power failure.

Fig. 8. Evacuation of passengers at the Central Station, 2011 [18]

November 17, 2006 at 14.30 there was a power outage at the
Central Station and Station Śródmieście. The cause of failure was
a short circuit in the station GPZ Towarowa. Difficulties lasted
several hours. June 22, 2011, there was another accident at railway
stations Central and Śródmieście. At around 10.25 there was a total
lack of power at these stations. Amost all devices did not work:
railway traffic control, communications, ventilation, information,
lighting, including emergency lighting. Fifteen fire brigades were
carrying out the evacuation of passengers from both stations [18].
Movement of trains on the diametrical line between Warsaw East
and Warsaw West has been completely stopped. More than 40
trains were immobilized and the passengers, for safety reasons,
could not leave them for a few hours.
November 24, 2016 there was a failure of power supply systems
for traffic control devices at the Central Station. Power outage which
lasted more than three hours caused difficulties in conducting the
movement of trains, which were directed to detours. Delays of trains
reached more than three hours.
13 December 2016, failure of the computer supervising signalling
equipment at the station in Poznan led to suspension of train traffic
for more than 6 hours.
What’s above, a several cases of power failure, shows what
problems are met by passengers using rail transport. It should be
emphasized that the absence of energy supply lasted up to 7 hours.
In the case of high traffic chaos system failure embrace all types of
communication, especially those dependent on electricity.
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The services responsible for the safety and continuity of railway
traffic should therefore be prepared for the occurrence of blackout.
Development and implementation of procedures in the event of a
power failure to the rail transport appears to be a priority. These
procedures should provide a safe and fast transportation of people
from large urban areas and the delivery of basic measures to ensure
the functioning of key institutions in the city (hospitals, crisis
centres, etc.).
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ABSTRACT

In recent years we can see intensifying implementation of Intelligent Transport System (ITS) measures in Polish
cities and on national roads. The architecture of the National Traffic Management System (KSZR) will enable
the implementation of a uniform, integrated and intelligent ICT system to launch ITS systems that are the most
important for drivers and the General Directorate for National Roads and Motorways (GDDKiA). This paper
presents the current state of the implementation of the ITS services on national roads in functional, physical and
logical terms and the premises for the KSZR’s development. The description of the state of the development of ITS
services on national roads was compiled within the framework of the RID 4D “The impact of the usage of Intelligent
Transport Systems services on the level of road safety” research project, funded by the National Centre for Research
and Development and the General Directorate for National Roads and Motorways.
KEYWORDS: Intelligent Transportation Systems, ITS services, National Traffic Management System, KSZR

1. Introduction
The National Traffic Management System (KSZR) is an
undertaking that covers Poland’s national roads. The key goals
and benefits planned to be achieved under the KSZR concern the
improvement of: safety by minimising the number of traffic incidents
and their results (including by: warning, redirecting traffic, more
efficient rescue operations), traffic flow, road maintenance efficiency,
quality of cargo freight handling (providing information about
free parking space), providing current and forecasted information
concerning the traffic conditions on the national road network.
The project’s implementation will stimulate the country’s economic
development (by increasing the competitiveness of Poland’s transport
infrastructure), reducing traffic’s negative environmental impact and
improving the quality of travel on Poland’s national roads versus
European and world standards. In order to implement the KSZR
project in 2014-2020 and in further years, the GDDKiA adopted a
comprehensive management programme based on, among other
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things, 25 years of European experience, and the conclusions
and observations of the GDDKiA staff during a pilot ITS project
implementation. The KSZR management is based on the FRAME
European ITS Framework Architecture [1].
Under the KSZR project, a number of documents were delivered
that describe the ways the system will be implemented on Polish
roads. The concept defines the requirements for contractors in order
to make the system’s structures and content uniform. Moreover, the
physical architecture of the National Traffic Management System was
based on the principles of the FRAME Architecture. The materials
consist of descriptions of implementation modules, data flows and
identified stakeholders [2]. The physical architecture shows the
KSZR’s division into implementation modules, presents the links
between individual modules, operators and external stakeholders.
It highlights the dispersed implementation modules installed in
the roadway, centralised modules installed, for example, in traffic
management centres and GDDKiA offices, transportable modules
installed on transportable platforms such as GDDKiA vehicles and
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a mobile module covering video recorders on GDDKiA vehicles.
Besides the physical architecture, information was also provided on
the functional architecture: descriptions of the functions and flows
between them compiled in table and graphic form. Under the RID
4D “The impact of the usage of Intelligent Transport Systems services
on the level of road safety” research project, a model systematics of
ITS services was developed with references to individual functions
of the implementation modules used in the KSZR [3]. Furthermore,
the GDDKiA developed a document entitled “Manual of the
placement of implementation module classes in the roadway”
that is a set of principles according to which it is possible to
determine in which locations in the road network and under which
circumstances a given class of implementation modules are used,
e.g. related to the sending of messages with Variable Message Signs
(VMS). It was assumed that the execution of particular functions of
the KSZR should be in line with actual needs, i.e. that it should be
implemented where it will yield significant benefits. Therefore, the
criteria for the realisation of the individual implementation module
classes are related to such factors as the road’s technical class, traffic
parameters and the concentration of traffic incidents. The structure
proposed in the document relevant to each class is as follows:
description of usefulness of application, principles of their location
on the road network, guidelines on the justifiability of use [4].
Because of the functional complexity, hi-tech, extensive area of
implementation and for financial and organisational reasons it was
decided to implement the KSZR in stages. Therefore, in order to
diagnose the current advancement of the project, in 2015 GDDKiA
took an inventory of the devices used in the implementation
modules that were part of the KSZR architecture.

2. Review of the implementation
of selected ITS services used
under the KSZR project
2.1. Implementation modules in KSZR
An update of the inventory of ITS devices on national roads was
taken at the end of 2014 and the beginning of 2015. The inventory
was taken according to the classification of the implementation
modules within the framework of the KSZR’s physical architecture.
It included the following items:
• collecting traffic data (traffic parameter measurement devices),
• road lighting management
• traffic signals,
• speed and lane control (LCS),
• providing information and instructions for drivers (VMS),
• providing information and instructions for drivers in tunnels
(VMS),
• detecting incidents with the available data resources (incidents
detection),
• motorway emergency telecommunications,
• collecting weather and road surface data (meteorological
stations),
• air pollution measurement,
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• collecting vehicle data (devices that identify the features of
individual vehicles, including weight preselection systems - WIM),
• collecting video data (video monitoring) [5].
The components that a given module consists of were systematised
in detail according to year and place of installation (regional GDDKiA
branch, number. and direction of road, mileage and geographical
co-ordinates). Information concerning the class of the device was
entered according to the guidelines for individual implementation
modules. The current functional range of each device was determined
with information about the functional standards it met. Upgrading
requirements were noted for every device in order to adapt it to
functioning in the KSZR system. Moreover, the types of the devices
used were carefully labelled and in the case of some modules
(signalling) the controllers and their manufacturers were determined.
Message display standards (number of lines/characters displayed, type
of displayed signs) were determined for devices providing information.
Furthermore, information about the method of communicating with
the device and the capacity of the connection were provided. Using this
data, together with open-access information about the functional and
logistics assumptions for each KSZR system module, a brief structure of
the implementation modules in terms of functionality, information flows
(logical structure) and physical components is provided below [6].
The “collecting traffic data” module is responsible for collecting
data about each passing vehicle. The module has the following
functions:
• collects data on each passing vehicle including: vehicle category,
real time (time stamp), vehicle speed, direction and lane,
• analyses and aggregates the collected data,
• monitors the condition of the devices,
• provides data to other functionalities.
The „Road lighting management” module is responsible for
control of road lighting switching on and off and its brightness
adjustment depending on traffic, time of a day or night, weather
conditions. It also contains features of recording lighting system
errors, as well as historical data on lighting.
The „Traffic signals” module is responsible for traffic control
at intersections and supervision of the proper operations of its
equipment. The module enables communication between the
operator and light-signaling devices on roads covered by the
system. It has the ability to present the settings and parameters of
these devices and issuing commands that change them. It allows
operator to change the program depending on the scenario and
to make change to the settings and parameters of the device.
The task of the “Speed and lane control” module is to provide
information to drivers in cases of traffic rearrangement consisting
of a change in the speed limit and/or the direction of driving on
individual lanes. The module provides the capability of:
• controlling traffic lanes and speed,
• using output data in other areas of the system,
• monitoring the output data and entering possible corrections
into them in order to prevent sending contradictory and
inconsistent information to the drivers.
The “Providing information for drivers module” makes it
possible to inform/warn/instruct drivers using devices installed in
the roadway (especially variable message signs) and in vehicles, and
also to use the output in other areas of the system and to monitor the
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output data and entering possible corrections into them in order to
prevent sending contradictory and inconsistent information to the
drivers. The module provides information about: travel time, incidents,
road works, traffic disruptions and their impact on traffic, detours,
recommended speed, and warnings and instructions for drivers.
The task of the module “Providing information for drivers in
tunnel” is to provide information about the situation in the tunnel
(tunnels) and the adjacent road network using equipment and
infrastructure located both inside and outside the vehicle.
The “Detecting incidents with the available data resources” module
is responsible for analysing data on traffic conditions, as well as the data
from other functions (including video image analysis, speed gun data,
etc.) in order to detect traffic incidents, e.g. traffic accidents.
The “Motorway emergency telecommunications” module is
responsible for receiving and transmitting reports of columns of
alarm and locating performing connection (driver). It enables voice
communication between travelers and the operator.
The “Collecting weather and road surface data” module obtains
point weather data in the roadway (e.g. air temperature, relative
air humidity, wind direction and speed, precipitation intensity and
type, visibility) and data on the condition of the road surface (road
foundation temperature; warnings about slippery surface, winter
road treatment, snow cover and thickness, column of water height
(emergency water level). The module can send data for use by other
functions of the system, including to detect traffic safety threats,
maintenance work, providing users with information about traffic
conditions.
The „Air pollution measurement” module is responsible
for providing data on air pollution by using sensors that detect
the concentration of harmful substances, which are related to
traffic (including carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, carbon
monoxide, non-methane volatile organic compounds, nitrogen
oxides , particulates, sulfur dioxide, lead). The module provides the
ability to transmit data on pollution for use by other system functions
for such purposes like: mitigating nuisance from road traffic by the
introduction of appropriate traffic management scenarios.
The “Collecting vehicle data” module enables obtaining
information such as vehicle class, weight, number of axles, license
number. The module can:
• obtain vehicle data,
• verify the correctness of the obtained data,
• send vehicle data to other KSZR functions and to the law
enforcement services,
• self-diagnosis of whether the devices that perform this function
work correctly (e.g. the roadside measurement stations),
• video analysis in order to obtain alphanumerical data e.g.
license number, ADR plate,
The “Collecting video data” module is responsible for acquiring
the image, upload the image to the other functionality and to the
law enforcement services.
Under the RID 4D “The impact of the usage of Intelligent
Transport Systems services on the level of road safety” research project,
a detailed description of each module using the data obtained from
the GDDKiA was developed. This paper outlines information about
the two selected modules: “providing information and instructions
for drivers” and “collecting weather and road surface data”.
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2.2. Providing information and instructions
for drivers
On the basis of data from the inventory carried out in 2015 on
Polish roads, 669 devices working within the providing information
and instructions for drivers module including Variable Message
Signs displaying useful information to drivers in the form of
pictograms, warning signs, injunction, prohibition or text messages.
In cooperation with the collecting weather and road surface data
module, weather information with short text messages about current
road conditions e.g.: “FOG. SLOW DOWN” is being displayed.
Communication methods used within the module are: fiber optic
transmission, GPRS, GSM and Wi-Fi. The logical structure of the
module is based on cooperation with centralized modules:
• traffic management software in terms of the information
provided,
• road maintenance support software in terms of the condition
of the devices responsible for information transmission.
• Terminators of the module are:
• driver - as the recipient of the content of traffic information
provided by the device,
• law enforcement services - as a recipient of the content of the
displayed information given to drivers - allowing to monitor
the violations.
In the future it is also planned the flow of instructions for drivers
using wireless communication I2V, where the role of the terminator
will be fulfilled by the vehicle with I2V interface.
Devices within this module are divided into 7 classes: A and B
(incidents, road works, road difficulties) - 373 devices and 229 devices,
C (detours management) – 16 devices, D (time of travel) – no devices,
E (waiting time on border crossings) - 2 devices, F (automatic radio
announcements CB) - 33 devices, G (carriage variable message signs) 16 devices. 60% of all equipment needs to be modernized to standard
functionality, which is determined for each module in the operational
concept of the KSZR system [2, 4, 6].
Locations with the largest concentration of this module devices are:
A4 motorway (Zgorzelec – Brzesko section), A1 and A2 motorways
in Łódź branch, S8 express road (Piotrków Trybunalski – Rawa
Mazowiecka section), S7 express road in Kraków branch [Fig. 1].

Fig. 1. VMS coverage on national roads in Poland [own study based
on GDDKiA data]
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2.3. Collecting weather and road surface data
The collecting weather and road surface data module includes 486
devices on the Polish national roads (weather stations, temperature
sensors, humidity sensors, ground temperature sensors, visibility
sensors, wind speed and direction sensors, laser modules for
monitoring surface). Communication methods used within the
module are: fiber optic transmission, GPRS and GSM. Information
is also available on the Internet. The logical structure of the module
is based on cooperation with centralized modules:
• traffic management software in terms of the content of
environmental data,
• road maintenance support software in terms of the condition
of the sensors responsible for data acquisition,
• collecting and archiving alphanumeric data software in terms
of weather data acquisition.
The main terminator is “road environment” - the conditions
such as weather, road lighting, noise, which have impact on traffic.
It provides indications for sensors, which then collect and forward
information about weather conditions and road surface further to
the system. In the future it is also planned the flow of weather
information and road surface condition directly to the driver using
wireless communication I2V, where the role of the terminator will
be fulfilled by the vehicle with I2V interface.
Devices within this module are divided into 8 categories: A
(collecting data about the road surface and weather conditions
for traffic management, road maintenance, supervision of road
maintenance) - 462 devices, B (for early warning of glazed frost in
characteristic points) – 42 devices, C (for automatic prevention
of glazed frost) – no devices, D (dedicated to bridges for traffic
management, maintenance) - 5 devices, E (warnings about sudden
visibility decrease) - no devices, F (traffic management - information
about the obstruction of traffic due to the flooding of the road) - no
devices, G (taking action in the field of road maintenance due to high
water levels in reservoirs and water courses) - no devices, H (mobile
meteo stations). 74% of all equipment needs to be modernized to
standard functionality [2, 4, 6].

Fig. 2. Weather stations coverage on national roads in Poland [own
study based on GDDKiA data]
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Locations with the largest concentration of this module devices
are: north sections of the road No. 91 and S6 express road, road
No. 92 from Poznań to Warsaw, A1 motorway (Łódź branch),
A4 motorway (Wrocław and Katowice branches), A6 motorway,
A8 motorway, S7 express road (Warsaw branch), S8 express road
(Warsaw and Łódź branches) and S12 express road (Lublin branch)
[Fig. 2].

2.4. viaToll system
Other devices related to ITS services are the viaTOLL gates.
They are part of an electronic toll collection system that is in force
on selected Polish roads [7].

Fig. 3. Coverage of viaToll system on national roads in Poland [own
study based on GDDKiA data]

The viaTOLL system has Permanent Enforcement Facilities
(PEF) equipped with laser meters, located in the viaTOLL gates.
There are 30 of them. They collect data about any vehicle that crosses
the section of the road covered by the meter. They classify vehicles
into eight categories. They do not measure speed. The data from the
PEFs is aggregated into hourly intervals, for each lane and direction.
The system was part of the GPR2015 General Traffic Measurement,
meaning that each PEF was a separate measuring point in GPR2015.
The viaTOLL system’s primary element are Tolling Facilities with
DSRC readers. The data that can be collected is commensurate with
the PEF gates, but is obtained only with regard to vehicles with onboard Viabox devices. The classification corresponds to the types of
vehicles covered by the toll [6].
Based on location data (voivodeship, GPS co-ordinates, road
number, mileage), year of installation (stage of network development)
and information about the type and number of the gate, numerical
breakdowns of the current state of the implementation of the
IST service responsible for electronic toll collection using viaToll
devices and the dynamics of the entire system’s development were
compiled. Currently there are 782 gates with DSRC readers. The
greatest number of gates are on the northern section of road No.
91 and S6, road No. 92 between Poznań and Warsaw, on the A4
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motorway (Wrocław and Katowice branches), A8, A6 and on roads
S7, S8 (especially the Warsaw branches) and S22 (Elbląg) [Fig. 3].

3. Analysis of the current state
of ITS implementation on
national roads in Poland and
development plans
The first ITS devices began to be implemented as early as in the
1990s. They began to be implemented en masse only in 2006, with
over 200 devices regularly installed over the following 5 years. The
most devices were installed in 2011-2012, which is clearly visible
on the time distribution function. (Fig. 4) There are currently over
3200 ITS devices installed on Polish roads.

Fig. 4. Increase in the number of ITS equipment in subsequent years
– time distribution function [own study based on GDDKiA
data]

3.1. Current state of ITS implementation
Statistical results for the selected motorways and express roads
in Poland are presented in the table 1. The percentage coverage of
ITS devices with regard to these sections of roads where there is a
regular implementation of the devices, not just a single scattered
cases was diagnosed. The length of these sections are related to the
entire length of the road. Density ratio of ITS devices per 100 km
road was also calculated. The calculations were made for the entire
length of the road at the end of 2016. Road data collection refers to
the information about the parameters of traffic (traffic parameter
measurement devices). Vehicles data collection includes devices
that identify the features of individual vehicles.
The comparison (table 1) allows to mention about several sections
in which the implementation state of ITS services is at a high level. We
can notice complex implementation of VMS, weather stations, video
and vehicles data collection at motorways and express roads:
• A1 – section near Łódź (approx. 80 km) and Bydgoszcz (approx.
70 km),
• A2 – section near Łódź (approx. 100 km),
• A4 – section near Katowice (approx. 30 km), Kraków (ok.50km),
Opole (approx. 100 km) and Wrocław (approx. 200 km),
• A8 entire route,
• S7 – section near Kielce (approx. 20 km)
• S8 – section near Łódź (approx. 80 km)
• S12 – section near Lublin (approx. 50 km)
The density of ITS devices in these sections is highest. Other
parts of these roads (e.g. Expressways S3 and S6) are characterized
by either lack of any implementation or their distribution is very
scattered. There are several modules for which implementation
needs to be developed (e.g. road lighting management). Incident
detection module was installed only at about 100 km section of A2
near Łódź. Speed and lane control module was implemented only at
S12 section near Lublin with highly ITS infrastructure density. We
can notice a high density factor of the coverage by viaToll system

Table 1. Statistical view on ITS implementation
on selected motorways and express
roads in Poland (2015 inventory) [own
study based on GDDKiA data]
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at selected sections of the road network.. The most complex and
advanced solutions have been developed at A4, A8, S8 and S12
motorways and express roads.

3.2. KSZR development plans
Besides the existing infrastructure, the initial principles of the
KSZR assumed implementation modules for which the devices
have not yet been implemented. These are the following modules:
• Ramp metering,
• Monitoring traffic in rest areas/car parks and calculating the
condition and occupation of the rest areas/car parks,
• Transmitting information about the occupation of the rest
areas/car parks,
• Noise measurement,
• Obtaining travel data.
Moreover, based on surveys carried out under the RID-4D “The
impact of the usage of Intelligent Transport Systems services on the
level of road safety” project, individual GDDKiA branches locally
determined their development and upgrading plans for the next
three years. These include plans for the implementation within the
KSZR system, the possibility to open a lane for passing a column of
trucks and prohibiting the overtaking of trucks in heavy traffic, e.g.
with Variable Message Signs. Some branches note that the mileage
reference system should be improved.
In it also planned to upgrade the meteorological shield and
traffic management system on the A4 motorway and the motorway
information system on the A8. Moreover, there is a plan to build
a Traffic Management System on the S5 between Korzeńsko and
Wrocław and to expand monitoring on the A4 in order to detect
incidents.
In order to implement a uniform integrated ICT system, it is also
necessary to upgrade existing module components. The GDDKiA
chiefly refers to modules that inform about the condition of the
road network, speed and lane control, dynamic detour setting, area
and corridor traffic management and child alert. Based on data it is
noticed that as many as 2/3 of all devices require upgrading to the
standard functionality.

4. Conclusion
In recent years, we can observe the continuing implementation
of ITS services on Polish roads. The work carried out within the
planning of the National Traffic Management System (KSZR),
mainly within the framework of the system architecture including the
technical and functional requirements, form the basis for systematic
and consistent development of a coherent traffic management system,
taking into account both - system users (drivers, traffic management
road services, emergency services) and suppliers of ITS components.
Among the implemented modules of KSZR, the largest group are
devices associated with traffic parameters and vehicle data collection,
monitoring weather and road surface conditions, video monitoring
and providing information to drivers. We can find ITS services
relating to the detection of incidents and the management of speed,
however, such services require the extension of implementation and
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functional development, inter alia, providing information via VMS in
case of incident occurrence. Services described above are developed
mainly on motorways and expressways (the most comprehensive
implementations can be seen on the roads A4, A8, S8 and S12). ITS
services on other national roads are mainly used to control traffic
with use of traffic signals. So far some of intended ITS services have
not been implemented (e.g. ramp metering, noise measurement or
obtaining travel data - analysis of the implementation of these services
are in various stages of development). Assessment of the progress of
implementation is extremely difficult due to significant dispersion of
ITS services, functions and devices. Taking into account the intensive
deployment of ITS services in the Polish cities [8], [9], [10] and the
expected further deployment of ITS services on national and regional
roads, should be more emphasis on the integration of urban and rural
systems. Work on the integration is coordinated by GDDKiA within
the framework of the implementation of the National Access Point.
Nevertheless, the word “integration” is crucial not only in relation to
the need to improve the exchange of data, but also to improve and
develop the operational cooperation between the road managements
of different roads (urban, national, regional) and with the operators of
public transport, emergency services and prevention services.
This paper describes realization effects of RID 4D (41) called “The
impact of the usage of Intelligent Transport Systems services on the
level of road safety” funded by National Research and Development
Center and General Directorate for National Roads and Motorways
(agreement no. DZP/RID-I-41/7/NCBR/2016 from 26.02.2016).
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ABSTRACT

Proper characteristics of the traffic flow is a particularly important issue in the process of optimizing the efficiency
of transport networks as well as in the traffic control systems. One of the elementary parameters of traffic flows is
the structure of vehicles, which evaluation, in case of the automatic systems, requires the implementation of proper
algorithms and methods for vehicle classification. In the paper is presented a method of vehicles classification
using the discriminant analysis. Furthermore authors developed a classifier, which aggregate data according to
classification 8+1 in accordance with the TLS specifications and according with the classification presented in the
specification COST 323. As input dataset to the classification method were used vehicle parameters recorded by the
weight in motion systems.
KEYWORDS: road traffic, vehicle classification, discriminant analysis

1. Introduction
The issue of vehicle classification is still valid subject of research,
which development is conducted for many years. The work can be
distinguished by the two main research areas:
• searching algorithms to ensure the maximization of the efficiency
of used so far methods of the classification,
• searching new methods for classification of vehicles in motion.
The division of classification methods can be carried out on the
basis installation method, which leads to the award of methods:
• invasive (methods using inductive loop, pneumatic detectors,
magnetic or piezoelectric sensors),
• non-invasive (method using radars, infrared sensors, recorders
of sound levels, video cameras etc.).
Classification method can be also divided by the used qualifiers
(axle configuration, the dimensions of the vehicle [1,2,3] and other
features, such as the noise level [4] or the level of the induced
substrate vibration [5]).
Comparison of classification capabilities for existing technologies,
including the effectiveness of the classification obtained for the
different methods presented in [6], which states inter alia that not
all of the ways the classification is equally useful at low freedom of
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movement. Weigh-in motion (WIM) system uses similar qualifiers
as the manual method, i.e. information is used at the same time by
axle configuration and dimensions of vehicles. This allows to classify
vehicles in 13 classes, which allows the classification according to the
COST 323 and TLS standards with overall efficiency exceeding 90%.
However, taking into account the different solutions in
measurement technology used within the WIM station, a large variety
of methods of classification and the high demands of the market
regarding the effectiveness of vehicle recognition, it is advisable to search
for a universal method which will be based on the basic parameters of
vehicles, measured on practically any WIM stations and on which the
high measuring accuracy is required.

2. Method of vehicle
classification using
discriminant analysis
2.1. Characteristics of research material
The materials collected for the study were data recorded by the
several WIM stations, with accuracy class B +(7) according to the
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COST 323 specification. Schematic diagram of stations is presented
in figure 1. Each station consists, among other equipment, of a set
of inductive loops, wheel/axle load sensors and video detection
cameras.

class “Other vehicles”) while the designated category accruing to
COST 323 will be derived from this method - determination on
the basis of 8+1 classification and for lorry and lorry with trailer in
an additional condition concerning the number of axes.
In the next part of the work the authors propose the use of
the procedure based on discriminant analysis, which was among
others presented in [8].

2.2. Discriminant analysis

Fig. 1. Diagram of weigh-in motion station [own study]

In the study, from a recorded vehicle parameters, authors
selected those features, which directly connected to the structure
of the vehicle: number of axles, vehicle length, spacing between the
first and second axis, the maximum and minimum wheelbase and
the number of axles in the group. Additionally, in order to increase
the diversification of the particular vehicles classes, parameter of the
first axle load was selected. This value, as has been shown inter alia
in [7], is a parameter of low volatility and can be used to calibrate
the WIM systems.
The aim of the proposed method is to determine, on the basis of
selected parameters the vehicle class according to the classification
8 + 1 (specification TLS) and COST 323. The description of both
classifications is presented in table 1.

The basis of the proposed vehicles classification method is
discriminant analysis, which is statistical method for examining
differences between groups of objects based on a set of selected
independent variables. In case of the analysed work, discriminant
analysis was applied in order to determine which variables distinguish
(discriminate) different classes of vehicles, which allows for assigning
object to the proper class at minimum classification error.
In the first step of the presented methods authors have performed
discriminant analysis for the entire data set. As a result of analysis,
the two eigenvectors DA1 and DA2 with the highest eigenvalue
were obtained, which explains over 90% of the variance. The
correlation of particular vehicle parameters with the DA1 and DA2
vector is shown in figure 2.

Table 1. The vehicle classes according to the 8+1 and the COST 323
specification [own study]
Description

Category
(8+1)

Category
(COST 323)

Other vehicles
Motorbike
Car
Van
Car with trailer

6
10
7
11
2

Lorry

3

8
8
1
1
1
2: Two axle rigid lorry
3: More than 2-axle rigid lorry

Lorry with
trailer

8

6

Articulated
lorry

9

4: Tractor with semi-trailer
supported by single or tandem
axles
5: Tractor with semi-trailer
supported by single or tridem axles

Buses

5

7

According to the specifications given in table 1 classification
8+1 is much more demanding form of vehicle categorization.
This classification requires, among other things, to distinguish
motorcycles, passenger cars and commercial vehicles as separate
groups. In the case of the COST 323 classification, determination
of the vehicle class is primarily connected with the number of axles.
Therefore, the authors decided that the method of classification
presented in the article will be based on 8+1 standard (without the
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Fig. 2. Correlation coeﬃcient for DA1 and DA2 [own study]

Analysis presented in figure 2 indicates the highest correlation
of DA1 vector with the length of the vehicle. The number of
axles, the maximum wheelbase and the vehicle first axle load are
significantly important. In case of DA2 highest correlation value
obtained with the spacing between the first and second axle and
the maximum wheelbase. Distribution of objects in the area of two
main vectors DA1 and DA2 is shown in figure 3.
As can be seen in figure 3, discriminant analysis made it possible
to obtain high distinctions of classes 10, 9, 8 and 2. For classes 3, 5, 7,
11 sets of calculated values form a common area with a clear overlap
between classes 3/5, 3/11 and 11/7. Accordingly, in the presented
method authors assumed that those classes form a common set of
data which will be distinguish in the next analysis step.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of objects in space of the first two eigenvectors
for the entire data set [own study]
Fig. 5. Distribution of objects in space of the first two eigenvectors
for a set of classes 3, 5, 7, 11 [own study]

2.3. Evaluation of the methods effectiveness
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method,
authors verified the efficiency of the classification with respect to
the training set. The allocation of the vehicle to the proper class,
basing on the DA vector values, is made using the minimum of
Mahalanobis distances from centroid of class area to the vehicle
DA vectors. The process can be described using the equation:
(1)

Fig. 4. Correlation coeﬃcient for DA12 and DA22 [own study]

Analysis of a common set of data for classes 3, 5, 7 and 11 were
also made using the discriminatory method. For the purposes of
analysis, taking into account the parameters of analysed vehicles
in particular classes, authors reduced the data set by using only
the number of axles, vehicle length, spacing between the first and
second axle and the first axle load. As a result of such analysis,
authors obtained two eigenvectors DA12 and DA22 with the highest
eigenvalue, which explains over 99% of the variance. The correlation
of particular vehicle parameters with the DA12 and DA22 vector is
shown in figure 4.
Presented in figure 4 –data indicates the highest correlation
of vector DA12 with the length of the vehicle. Also significantly
important are the spacing between the first and second axle and
the first axle load. In case of DA22, the highest correlation value
is obtained with the first axle load. Distribution of objects in the
area of two main vectors DA12 and DA22 is shown in figure 5.
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where:
S i - covariance matrix for i-th class,
mi - centroid of i-th class,
Pi - a-priori class probability,
- Mahalanobis distance between M and
i-th centroid.

The results were compared with the classification of vehicles
made by an expert. The results of the classification efficiency for
the iteration are shown in table 2 for the first one, and in table 3
for the second one.
Table 2. The effectiveness of the classification for the entire data set
[own study]
The
The class
specified by effectiveness
of
an expert
classification

The class specified by DA method
2

8

9

10

3,5,7,11

2

99,5%

199

1

0

0

0

8

98,5%

0

202

3

0

0

9

98,1%

0

4

206

0

0

10

100,0%

0

0

0

173

0

3,5,7,11

100,0%

0

0

0

0

800

Total

99,2%

199

207

209

173

800
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Table 3. The effectiveness of the classification for the set 3, 5, 7, 11
[own study]
The class
specified
by an
expert

The
effectiveness
of
classification

The class specified by DA method
3

5

7

11

3

93,0%

186

7

0

7

5

100,0%

0

201

0

0

6

100,0%

0

0

199

0

11

90,0%

0

0

20

180

Total

95,8%

186

208

219

187

3. Conclusion
The method of vehicles classification presented in the work is
a completely new, original proposal. The major advantage of it is
the high efficiency of classification, even for difficult to identify
class 3 (van-type vehicles). It can be used for each WIM station,
regardless of the specific technology used at the station.
The high efficiency of the method is achieved by using a number
of parameters that characterize the type of vehicle (independent
variables), including those that are usually overlooked in other
methods of classification e.g. the first axle load. The use of twostage procedure allows rapid determination of the classes 10, 9, 8
and 2. Further analysis, using additional more detailed independent
variables, is carried out only for classes 3, 5, 7, 11. This approach
increases the efficiency of computational methods.
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ABSTRACT

The article presents an example of a dynamic traffic flow modeling using as a data source information the
measurement system weight Preselection Implemented in Gdynia. The measuring point is located on the road
leading to the Gdynia container terminals and to Gdynia Kwiatkowski, which is Directly connected with the TriCity Bypass. One of the goals of the system is collect data which can be used for operational purposes and statistics.
Measurement period allowed the appointment of a mathematical model which describes the dynamic variation of
the structure of the stream. In Addition, an analysis of the variability of the traffic flow in both the daily and weekly
basis is presented. This give possibility to determine the effect of time of day and day of the week on the parameters
of a dynamic model describing the structure of a generic stream. The resulting model allows the study of the impact
of the share of heavy vehicles on ride comfort of passenger cars.
KEYWORDS: Intelligent Transportation System, Weight in Motion, Transport Modeling, Dynamic
model, traffic structure

1. Introduction
In view of the increasing number of vehicles on the road
network in the city especially trucks. In order to improve control
over the movement of heavy in Gdynia, it was used a pilot system
- “prescreened by weight”, as an additional element of integrated
motion control solutions using transport telematics. The system
was created as part of Civitas Dynamo, financed from EU funds.
The CSO data shows that in 2015 passenger cars were registered in
Poland 20,723,423 namely about 719,560 more as compared with
2014 lorries registered in Poland in 2015 was 32958, about 26397
more than in 2014 [2].
Vehicles that exceed the allowable weight are a great danger
on the road. The road infrastructure on which they move is
extensively degraded resulting an increased financial commitment
to infrastructure repairs. Despite the introduction of restrictive
restrictions on the total weight of the vehicles still there are situations
where willingness to carry more (limit of the total weight: for
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modular vehicle composed of three-axle motor vehicle and triaxial
trailers carrying 40-foot ISO container - 44 tons for vehicle modular
or an assembly of a vehicle motor and trailer on the number of axles
not more than four - 32 tons, for a vehicle with a larger number of
axes than four - 40 tons. [1]) of cargo vehicles during a single trip
wins with the application of to the rules or not widely exposed road
users at risk. In answer to insubordination of some drivers / carriers
around the world are created Intelligent Systems - weight in motion.
These systems are designed to enable the departments responsible
for compliance with the load of vehicles (Road Transport Inspection)
selection of vehicles provided for a thorough inspection. Using data
from Gdynia System prescreened weight developed a stochastic
model describing the share of trucks in designated section of road.
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2. Weight – in – motion (WIM)
System
In January 2016, the City of Gdynia was implemented a
pilot program of System Weight in motion - weight preselection,
organized within the framework of the EU project CIVITAS DYN
@ MO. Weight preselection system is designed as a dynamic weigh
a vehicle, in terms of the total weight as well as by specifying the
pressure on the single axis of the vehicle. In Gdynia, automatic
detection of the weight of the vehicle is located on Wisniewskiego
Street in the district of Obłuże. The measuring length has not been
chosen at random, the main reason to choose the location is close
proximity the container terminals as well as direct connection to the
wharf Kwiatkowskiego and farther from the Tri-City Ring Road or
the main street of transit Hutnicza Street. In the publication [4] on the
already implemented system in Lodz, was described the guidelines
for the section in which the measurement can be performed: “At
least 100 m stretch of road in front of the measuring station and
30 m downstream of the station with the following parameters: Rectilinear with a radius greater than 1.5 km. - Flat with fixed
longitudinal and transverse inclination of less than 2% - Correctly
made and the good technical condition of the road surface (no visible
cracks and damage, with possible ruts with a depth of less than 5
mm) - Preferably concrete surface with a minimum thickness of 10
cm or made from plates, 2) at least 100 meters from the catenary,
3) away from the factors changing the structure of the surface (e.g.
culverts, bridges, canals, subways, changes in surface material)
[4]. Figure 1 shows the location of the point of measurement (red)
and shows the strategic destination points for vehicles (container
terminals, flyovers Kwiatkowskiego, Hutnicza Street, etc.).

Fig. 2. WIM System on Wiśniewskiego Street [own study]

2.1. The Subsystems of WIM System
Induction loops are most commonly used solution for achieve
detection of presence of the vehicle in the measurement point.
The system can be extended with sensors operating on the basis of
mechanical treatment of the wheels of the vehicle and the sensor
located in the road surface. This solution has allowed to detection
of axis of the vehicle. Induction loop has a simple structure formed
of several turns of copper wire disposed in the gap, a saw cut in the
surface and secured suitable material. [3]
Camera ANPR - cameras installed above the main road surface
mainly directed to the lane in order to form a detection area.
The camera ANPR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition) is
designed to automatically detect the number plate of the vehicle
and to identify number that appears on it. Currently used systems
ANPR features enhanced database (the ratio of length to width) of
a vehicle to enable identification of the type, make, model of the
vehicle, as well as its color.
The infrared illuminators are used in conjunction with ANPR
cameras to drivers passing by after dark were not blinded by white
light (used e.g. A speed camera). Infrared illuminators allow you to
take pictures in dark conditions, while maintaining a satisfactory
quality for the automatic reading of a registration number.
The most important element of the system is the strain gauge
weight preselection panel, which allows the measurement of
weight, measurement of total weight, the distinction pressure on
the single axis of the vehicle.

2.2. Data from WIM System
Fig. 1. Location of the weight in motion system in Gdynia [own
study]

The main components of WIM System are:
• 2 induction loops 2x2
• 2 weigh stations
• 4 strain gauges
• 3 ANPR cameras
• 3 infrared illuminators
• 1 Technical rack
• 1 video rack
• The necessary wiring
• tele-technical infrastructure (Tele-technical-well)
Figure 2 shows the real picture taken in the field, the view of
WIM System
Volume 10 • Issue 4 • November 2017

Data from the system weight preselection are sent to the
database, which allows managing the system have access to the
time, date, registration number, the total mass of the vehicle, the
speed at which the moving vehicle, pressure on individual axles, as
well as a picture taken at the moment of automatic measurement .
These data after processing the mathematical could serve as a
prediction of the intensity with the generic structure for the
intersection Wiśniewskiego street - Kwiatkowskiego flyover.
Knowledge of the structure of the traffic light controller is useful
information due to the fact that heavy goods vehicles, buses, etc.
Need more time to execute maneuvers as the steering or the start
from space in case of a change of red light. There are a lot of vehicle
classifications which is used in Europe, the most important one is
COST 323 classification. This one is mainly based on the silhouette
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of vehicles, and on their mechanical dynamic behaviour while
travelling at speed. COST 323 is used in Gdynia’s WIM System,
there are eight categories. Category 1 contains: cars and vans
under 35 kN. Category 2 contains vehicles with two axles rigid
lorry. Category 3 contains vehicles with more than two axles rigid
lorry. Category 4 contains tractor with semi-trailer supported by
single or tandem axles. Category 5 contains tractor with semitrailer supported by triple axles. Category 6 contains lorry with
trailer. Category 7 contains busses. Category 8 is other vehicles. [5]
Figure 3 shows COST 323 vehicle classification.

Coeﬀ. of variation

105,816%

Standard error

3,17821

MAD

41,5

Sbi

74,7071

Range

444,0

Lower quartile

13,0

Upper quartile

130,5

Interquartile range

117,5

Skewness

1,42783

Stnd. skewness

15,3782

Kurtosis

2,21178

Stnd. kurtosis

11,9108

The Table 1, shows summary statistics for HGV. It includes
measures of central tendency, measures of variability, and measures
of shape. The standardized skewness value is not within the range
expected for data from a normal distribution, because it is outside
the range of -2 to +2.

Fig. 3. COST 323 Vehicle classification [5]

3. Traffic Data Statistical Analysis
The traffic flow data is important for the road networks
subsequent maintenance. Traffic flow pattern appears to be random
in distribution, as it reflects people’s motivation in terms of different
composition of vehicles on roads under varying environmental
conditions.
Pavement-based traffic detection will be met with competition
from detectors that are liberated from the road surface. A variety of
traffic sensors are used to count, weigh and classify vehicles while
in motion, and these are collectively known as Weigh in Motion
(WIM) sensor systems. Traffic Data Collection and projections
there of traffic volumes are basic requirements for road management
schemes. Traffic Data forms an integral part in drawing up a rational
transport policy for movement of passengers and goods [6].

Fig. 4. Box and Whisker plot [own study]

3.1. Summery statistics
At first, we summarize a single sample of data, Table 1, Fig4,
Fig.5. Data are taken at July and consist of hours’ number of HGV
vehicles registered by WIM system. We used program Statgraphics
Centurion for the statistical analysis.

Fig. 5. Histogram [own study]

3.2. Time series analysis

Table 1. Summary Statistics for HGV [own study]
Average

79,2385

Median

46,5

Geometric mean
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Variance

7030,29

Standard deviation

83,8468

The Seasonal Decomposition procedure divides a time series
into three components: trend-cycle, seasonality, irregular, Fig.7,
Fig.8, Fig.9.
Each component may be separately plotted or saved. In addition,
the decomposition can be used to create a seasonally adjusted version
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of the original time series, Fig.6. Seasonal subseries and annual
subseries plot may also be created, [7].
Seasonality: the length of seasonality s, or number of observations
in a full cycle of the seasonal pattern. Hourly data that repeat every
day have a seasonality of s = 24.
To get an idea about the variable that we wished to forecast let’s
start with a graphical plot of historic data, ordered by time points.

1. construct a parametric model of the data process, Table 2, Table 3, Table 4,
2. estimate the unknown parameters in the model using historic data,
3. compute the forecasted values,
4. check the obtain forecast by experts, other data and adjust if
necessary, Fig.10., Fig.11.

3.3. Forecasting
An autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model
has been selected. This model assumes that the best forecast for
future data is given by a parametric model relating the most
recent data value to previous data values and previous noise. A
multiplicative seasonal adjustment was applied.

Fig. 6. Trend Cycle component plot for adjusted HGV data [own study]

Fig. 7. Seasonal index plot for adjusted HGV data [own study]

Fig. 8. Irregular component plot for adjusted HGV data [own study]

Table 2. Model Comparison, Estimation Period [own study]
Model

RMSE

RUNS RUNM AUTO MEAN VAR

(A)

37,377

**

***

(B)

37,3981

**

(C)

68,9096

(D)

64,7062

***

OK

***

***

OK

***

(B) Random
walk with
drift =
-0,248291

***

***

***

***

(C) Constant
mean =
76,9541

***

***

OK

***

(D) Linear
trend =
112,602 +
-0,102584 t

(E)

63,9475

***

***

OK

**

(E) Quadratic
trend =
106,826 +
-0,0526445 t +
-0,0000718554
t^2

(F)

30,8155

***

*

OK

***

(F) Simple
moving
average of 2
terms

***

(G) Simple
exponential
smoothing
with alpha =
0,3129

***

(H) Brown’s
linear exp.
smoothing
with alpha =
0,1683

(G)

(H)

34,494

39,0259

***

***

***

***

OK

OK

(I)

34,4593

***

***

OK

***

(J)

43,041

***

***

OK

***

Fig. 9. Annual subseries plot for adjusted HGV data [own study]

Traffic flow time series analysis are necessary at management of
road transport. In particular, it is important to anticipate changes
in traffic. The impact of the heavy vehicles traffic on transport
in the city is specifically important. The aim of forecasting is to
predict a future value of a variable such as percent of HGV at
traffic flow. A typical forecasting process consists of four steps:
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Models
(A) Random
walk

(I) Holt’s
linear exp.
smoothing
with alpha =
0,3115 and
beta = 0,0042
(J) Brown’s
quadratic
exp.
smoothing
with alpha =
0,1042
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(K)

(L)

(M)

3165,87

OK

27,0375

26,9701

*

OK

***

***

OK

***

OK

***

OK

OK

OK

***

(K) Winter’s
exp.
smoothing
with alpha =
0,2043, beta
= 0,2034,
gamma =
0,2068

0,0157659

57,9544

0,000000

0,0391744

1,75396

0,079437

SAR(2)

-0,110813

0,0395223

-2,80382

0,005050

OK

(M)
ARIMA(2,0,1)
x(2,1,1)24

SMA(1)

0,946153

0,00673518

140,479

0,000000

OK

(N)
ARIMA(2,0,0)
x(2,1,1)24

(O)

26,9987

OK

OK

***

OK

OK

(O)
ARIMA(1,0,2)
x(2,1,1)24

(P)

27,0383

OK

OK

***

OK

OK

(P)
ARIMA(1,0,1)
x(2,1,1)24

AIC

HQC

SBIC

(A)

37,377

16,0726

-0,230716

7,3082

7,36628

7,45841

(B)

37,3981

16,0735

0,0178526

7,31221

7,37281

7,46894

(C)

68,9096

47,5393

2,28445

8,53456

8,59516

8,69129

MPE

P-value

0,913706

OK

ME

t

0,0687103

***

MAPE

Stnd. Error

AR(1)

OK

MAE

Estimate

SAR(1)

OK

RMSE

Parameter

(L)
ARIMA(1,0,0)
x(2,1,1)24

27,0359

Model

Table 3. ARIMA Model Summary [own study]

OK

(N)

(D)

64,7062

43,3809

2,38491

8,41155

8,47468

8,57482

(E)

63,9475

42,8327

2,38327

8,39084

8,45649

8,56064

(F)

30,8155

16,1261

-0,846273

6,925

6,98561

7,08174

(G)

34,494

20,0375

-1,35077

7,15054

7,21114

7,30727

(H)

39,0259

22,8936

-1,4002

7,39742

7,45802

7,55415

(I)

34,4593

20,2834

2,38565

7,1514

7,21453

7,31467

(J)

43,041

25,8653

-1,4545

7,59327

7,65387

7,75001
16,1486

(K)

3165,87

713,649

102,655

16,129

16,1366

(L)

27,0375

17,8047

-0,328537

6,60595

6,61605

6,63207

(M)

26,9701

17,8258

-0,325844

6,6067

6,62185

6,64588
6,64135

(N)

27,0359

17,7786

-0,342154

6,6087

6,62133

(O)

26,9987

17,6985

-0,305419

6,60882

6,62397

6,648

(P)

27,0383

17,7773

-0,309415

6,60888

6,6215

6,64153

Key: RMSE = Root Mean Squared Error
RUNS = Test for excessive runs up and down
RUNM = Test for excessive runs above and below median
AUTO = Box-Pierce test for excessive autocorrelation
MEAN = Test for difference in mean 1st half to 2nd half
VAR = Test for difference in variance 1st half to 2nd half
OK = not significant (p >= 0,05)
* = marginally significant (0,01 < p <= 0,05)
** = significant (0,001 < p <= 0,01)
*** = highly significant (p <= 0,001)
The table summarizes the results of five tests run on the
residuals to determine whether each model is adequate for the
data. An OK means that the model passes the test. One * means
that it fails at the 95% confidence level. Two *’s means that it fails at
the 99% confidence level. Three *’s means that it fails at the 99,9%
confidence level. The model with the lowest value of the Akaike
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Information Criterion (AIC) is model N, which has been used to
generate the forecasts.

Backforecasting: yes
Estimated white noise variance = 745,842 with 668 degrees of
freedom
Estimated white noise standard deviation = 27,3101
Number of iterations: 7
Table 4. Statistical significance of the terms in the forecasting model
[own study]
Statistic
RMSE
MAE
MAPE
ME
MPE

Estimation
Period
27,0375
17,8047

Validation
Period

-0,328537

The table summarizes the performance of the currently selected
model in fitting the historical data. It displays:
(1) the root mean squared error (RMSE)
(2) the mean absolute error (MAE)
(3) the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
(4) the mean error (ME)
(5) the mean percentage error (MPE)
The output summarizes the statistical significance of the terms
in the forecasting model. Terms with P-values less than 0,05 are
statistically significantly different from zero at the 95,0% confidence
level, Table 3l. The P-value for the AR (1) term is less than 0,05, so
it is significantly different from 0. The P-value for the SAR (2) term
is less than 0,05, so it is significantly different from 0. The P-value
for the SMA (1) term is less than 0,05, so it is significantly different
from 0. The estimated standard deviation of the input white noise
equals 27,3101.
Each of the statistics is based on the one-ahead forecast errors,
which are the differences between the data value at time t and
the forecast of that value made at time t-1, Table 4. The first three
statistics measure the magnitude of the errors. A better model will
give a smaller value. The last two statistics measure bias. A better
model will give a value close to 0. NOTE: the MAPE and MPE
were not calculated because the smallest data value was less than
or equal to 0.
The lag k partial autocorrelation coefficient measures the
correlation between the residuals at time t and time t+k having
accounted for the correlations at all lower lags. It can be used to
judge the order of autoregressive model needed to fit the data. Also
shown are 95,0% probability limits around 0. If the probability
limits at a particular lag do not contain the estimated coefficient,
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there is a statistically significant correlation at that lag at the 95,0%
confidence level. In this case, 5 of the 24 partial autocorrelation
coefficients are statistically significant at the 95,0% confidence level.

As with regression models, forecasting models, Fig.12, Fig.13.,
involve unknown parameters p that are usually determined so that
the model fits the data reasonably well, Table 4., [8].

Fig. 13. Time sequence plot for HGV data [own study]

Fig. 10. Residual autocorrelations for adjusted HGV data [own study]

4. Conclusion
Research indicates that the use of data from the WIM at a very
high level of accuracy can be used to supplement the traffic control.
Locating weight in a long distance between the two intersections
can be a prediction system for drivers, traffic light for the use of
intelligent traffic control. Transport Telematics allows for more
efficient use of existing road infrastructure. The use of weight
in motion allows you to supervise the weight of vehicles. The
combination of different elements using new technologies in traffic
management and control is the basis of effective traffic in the city.

Fig. 11. Periodogram for residuals [own study]

The periodogram is constructed by fitting a series of sine
functions at each of 337 frequencies, Fig.11. The ordinates are equal
to the squared amplitudes of the sine functions. The periodogram
can be thought of as an analysis of variance by frequency, since the
sum of the ordinates equals the total corrected sum of squares in
an ANOVA table. During the period where actual data is available,
Fig. also displays the predicted values from the fitted model and
the residuals (data-forecast). For time periods beyond the end of
the series, it shows 95,0% prediction limits for the forecasts. These
limits show where the true data value at a selected future time is
likely to be with 95,0% confidence, assuming the fitted model is
appropriate for the data.

Fig. 12. Forecast plot for HGV data [own study]
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ABSTRACT

The result expansive development in urban and suburban areas have put in a difficult situation in terms of sustainable
development, where pollution, traffic congestion and accidents, the strong negative external impact on the economy
and health of citizens. All these problems are encouraged to develop new global strategies for sustainable urban
transport. The strategies relate only a wide range of mitigation measures, but also use innovative technologies and
infrastructures. The concept of an efficient, effective and safe transport prevails today in the new transport policy.
Among the innovative technologies and infrastructures, it should be noted that the use of telematics systems for
transport provides for several measures to enable the route and means of transportation that help reduce the time and
route of travel, while searching for the increase traffic volume, a better level of service roads, and the rationalization
of consumption and emissions, as well as inspection services and information in real time. The introduction of these
systems should lead to the development of research population movement and settlement, with improved popular
routes, in order to optimize the introduction of TST (Transport System Telematics).
KEYWORDS: Telematics, Transportation system, Intelligent managemnet

1. Introduction
In recent years the world has experienced a technological
revolution that is changing our lives in all its dimensions. The new
technology is advancing unstoppably and technologies that 20
years ago seemed illusory and impossible are now a reality just as
technologies that now seem ridiculous and unworkable in 20 years
will be an important tool to ensure a decent and comfortable life.
The development of technology is not focused on a specific field,
but advances are occurring in different fields like computer science,
electronics, communications, energy and medicine.
Along these lines, many of these technologies are being
applied in the area of transport to combat problems such as traffic
congestion, improve road safety, providing passenger information
and protect the environment. The application of these technologies
to improve transportation called Transport System Telematics.
Transport engineering: It is the branch of engineering dedicated
to planning, designing and operating means to enable movement
of people and goods. Transportation engineering can also be seen
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as the integration of a set of knowledge, by which technological
problems related to infrastructure management and vehicle systems
using various tools and knowledge provide solutions.
Telematics System: Telematics is the blending of computers and
wireless telecommunications technologies, ostensibly with the goal
of efficiently conveying information over vast networks to improve
a host of business functions or government-related public services.
The most notable example of telematics may be the Internet itself,
since it depends on a number of computer networks connected
globally through telecommunication backbones [1].
Transport System Telematics: It refers to all the networks and
transport infrastructure, the electronic equipment on board or
own transport services. The use of telecommunication systems and
data processing is applied to the transportation system, in order to
provide improvements to its quality and performance.
These systems have the potential to deliver significant benefits with
respect to operational efficiency, service reliability, infrastructure
management, as well as enhanced safety, reduced environmental
impact, and valuable information services for transport users.
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2. Telematics services applied to
transportation
They are inclined to meet the needs of the transport authorities
or traffic management add value to the services provided on a
commercial basis. The following types of services is possible to
specify:
1. Management and control traffic: facilitate traffic management
network operators, improving emergency notification and
response times.
2. Traffic information services and travel; that facilitate the
operation of networks and planning trips with choice of trails.
3. Safety and quality improvement of the public transport services.
4. Advanced security services for vehicles that offer various forms
of collision avoidance and safety precautions being the objective
the implementation of automatic vehicles.
5. Payment and electronic booking services.
Every system has his complexities and TST is not the exception.
For its properly function needs a strategic framework as a basis
for choices concerning their design and deployment, as well as for
investment decisions. This framework is usually called a Transport
System Architecture.
A Transport System Telematics Architecture will need to cover
technical aspects, plus the related organizational, legal and
business issues. It could be planned to function at different levels
of complexity; can be created at a national, regional or city levels;
also could be organized to work at specific sector of services. The
Figure 1 present a full scheme of the architecture, which is divided
in 4 main groups, and each one received and deliver information
to and from the other groups.
These organizations ensure that the resulting TST deployment:
1. Can be planned in a logical manner;
2. Integrates successfully with other systems;
3. Meets the desired performance levels;
4. Has the desired behavior;
5. Satisfies the expectations of the users.

Fig. 1. TST Full Architecture Scheme: 4 main groups ar divided into
several subgroups that interact among them [3]
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and applications:
1. Implementation of the system control and traffic management;
2. Implementation of information services and travel management;
3. Creation of intelligent work stations for air traffic control, flow
management and accident avoidance systems;
4. For the combined transport works as a viable and efficient
option of transport services of merchandise and passengers, are
needed information and management tools that aloud an optimal
performance;
5. Create a national information network for the tracking cargo
units, which should cover all modes of transport.

3. Main phases of
implementation
TST can be applied at three different phases of approach to the
lifestyle of people:
1. In the first phase, one may distinguish the provision and
use of information by means of telecommunication to tripmakers in order to increase the efficiency and reliability of
transport operations. The electronic data interchange in the
loads transport sector is a good example. The same holds for
automatic debiting systems for parking or road pricing. In this
case, telematics does not necessarily affect transport behavior
(in terms of route choice, trip scheduling, departure time), but
it serves to increase the performance of transportation. This
is more or less a non special use of telematics in the transport
sector.
2. The second phase is the application of various telematics
technologies which may have an immediate day-by-day
consequence for transportation behavior. Examples are route
guidance, variable message signs or radio data information. Such
uses of telematics influence spatial behavior of trip-makers, not
only for car users and truck drivers but also for users of public
transport.
3. The last phase is dedicated to the telematics applications which
have a structuring impact on mobility behavior. This may be found
in tele-working, tele-commuting, teleconferencing, tele-shopping
etc., where trip-making (e.g. home-to-work) is influenced in
terms of changes in commuting or shopping patterns.
We can specify the following technologies applied in real-time
traffic information:
1. Variable message signs: Interest information transmitted from a
single panel, which is remotely updated from central operations.
Since these core data that are captured by sensors installed on the
tracks, with the primary goal of providing relevant information
on the way users are collected; so they can choose the best route
option [4].
2. Road sensors: Detect accidents and reduce the rate of false alarms.
Those systems connected to the emergency call service, can locate
the crash site.
3. Automatic vehicle location (using GPS): This system is mainly
directed to cargo transport fleets; and allowing the fleet operated
to control the timing and frequency change when an unexpected
occurs. The implemented system allows the passenger to provide
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information on the travel and arrival times every whereabouts.
this information may be released and applied to the public
transport system, through interactive information kiosks where
you can check routes and purchase tickets.
The Figure 2 shows how these technologies could be applied in
a Real-Time Traffic Information Systems:
1. A fixed sensor is a technology that is stationary at the roadside
or embedded in the road to monitor traffic flow.
2. Vehicle probes use roaming vehicles and portable devices to
collect data on travel times. Vehicle probes include cell phones
and Global Positioning System (GPS) devices.
3. Highway advisory radio uses radio stations to broadcast trafficand travel-related information to travellers using AM radio.
4. Dynamic message signs are permanent or portable electronic
traffic signs that give travellers information on traffic conditions
and travel times, among other things.
Transport telematics is increasingly seen as a new possibility for
improving the performance of transport systems while respecting
at the same time conditions imposed by environmental and safety
goals. The main purposes of the current projects of application of
telematics in road transport are to improve road safety, eliminating
congestion and increasing system efficiency and decreasing
environmental pollution.
To eliminate congestion, it comes to improving methods of
regulation and control of the movement making them dynamic so
that they respond to changes that occur in traffic immediately. This
requires that those responsible for inspection have permanently
updated information road conditions. This information is necessary
to obtain it directly to the road network and transmit it to the control
center. This must have the means to process it, make forecasts about
the likely evolution of the situation, and selecting measures to
optimize the operation of traffic. These measures should be made
known to drivers and monitor compliance.

Fig. 2. The data is collected, processed and delivered through
different media in a cyclic way, in order to maintain updated
the users all the time [5]

4. Transport in Cuba
The infrastructure of the Cuban Transport System has always
been an essential component of the Cuban economic process of
update. Currently the transport system has a good infrastructure
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of transport, such as air and rail motor that enables the connection
between all parts of the country in terms of hours. As the most
used means of transport in Cuba, public transportation has always
been the one who suffers the most damage during periods of
crisis. In the 90’s the bus system suffered big damages because of
low resources that had the country and overpopulation of cities.
In the year 2012 Cuban Government bought a new group of
buses from China, which improved public transport although still
at a disadvantage with the current demand of the country. Large
cities such as Havana and Santiago de Cuba, have a system of road
from the colonial period are not entitled to receive the volume
of transport operation that goes through the streets every day, so
recent transport engineering studies have shown that alternate
routes that go through the outskirts of cities that allow release
congested traffic routes that are constantly affecting the built
heritage of the city are needed.
Currently in Cuba, they are conducting studies directed to
modelling of road transport for cars and trains, given the increasing
levels of transportation due to the new economic policies of the
country. One example is the studies for the implementation of
the new railway network linking the entire island with the new
container base Mariel. Other studies and being carried out to
measure the flow of passengers that use public transport, places
greater flow of entrance and exit, as well as studies of alternative
routes in the areas of major congestion at peak times. For the latter
projection diagnostics are performed with all requirements.
Studies are being made for the mobility of the population and
reconstruction of workshops, for the latter projection diagnostics
are performed all requirements. The government will also buy
higher capacity buses for urban routes and fabricate smaller buses
of national production.
Before TST could be applied in our country, there are some
problems in the transport infrastructure that should be fixed:
1. There are few public transport vehicles in line with the demand
of people who use it.
2. Poor condition of the roads. with bottlenecks at peak times, poor
drainage and constrictions on main roads, causing commercial
speed of around 14 kilometers per hour.
3. Designed for road routes that not satisfy the minimum design
requirements corresponding to the flow of current transport.
4. Poor condition of the rail trucks that cause trains operating
below 80 km/h, in most cases the cars are over 50 years of use.
5. Bus stops without waiting conditions, with poor signage and
lack of information required for passengers.
6. There is no urban station for intermodal transport change.
7. Poor lighting in public areas stops and main roads.
8. Transport system telematics in Cuba
The use of outdated technologies in transport with the poor
condition of the means of transport, make that under the current
conditions of the economy in Cuba is almost impossible to apply
telematics systems. So far only they have been widely implemented
the installation of GPS systems on public buses, which collect route
information and then stops to be downloaded and processed on a
data base. Also has been implemented in companies that transport
cargo across the country.
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The best way of apply Transport Telematics System in Cuba
would be through the introduction of management systems and
traffic control allowing the authorities to make quick decisions or
unforeseen accidents; the creation of a national system of networks
that allows users to choose the best routes and modes of transport
and the implementation of electronic payments and reservations,
facilitating access to vehicles at any time and in haste.
For the correct application of telematics systems in load
transportation throughout the national territory, must develop the
corresponding typological studies of the main national and interurban traffic arteries that favor heavy equipment without seeking
any danger to the rest of the population.
The first step would be the selection of relevant inter-urban
corridors (i.e. the identification of those inter-urban road
connections whose characteristics make them appropriate for a
possible implementation of telematics technologies). This issue
depends inter alia on two aspects of the problem, viz. the expected
telematics impacts (on systems efficiency, on network reliability, on
environmental quality, etc.), and the modus operandi of different
actors in the transport system concerned (users, operators, public
decision-makers and private decision-makers in the economic
and social system). From the variety of different inter-urban road
corridors in Cuba, a selection based on plausible criteria must be
made on the basis of the following criteria:
1. The geographical site and spatial coverage of a road; this criterion
refers to origin-point destinations and to classes of regions
being connected (e.g. central and peripheral areas, the strategic
importance of the corridor, connectivity with metropolitan areas
etc.).
2. The site-specific mobility patterns on these corridors; such aspects
relate to congestion degrees in certain segments of the corridor
(e.g. in the vicinity of large urban centers), environmental
pollution in given areas, network reliability and safety on certain
segments, etc. Such aspects should be considered in the studies;
in relation to region-specific social-economic conditions (e.g. in
terms of welfare, sectorial specialization etc.).

5. Conclusion
The brief study indicates clearly that transport telematics
systems can help save lives and reduce the number of injuries on
the roads to reduce congestion and pollution from traffic, improve
transport efficiency and make transport systems more accessible
and more enjoyable for the user. In any case, these can become
one of the most effective responses in order to combat the growth
of automobile traffic congestion and pollution and have become a
serious threat to the quality of life in large cities. But despite the
success they have assumed or may assume initiatives as indicated,
it should be noted that the implementation of these systems must
have a technology infrastructure that can sustain the constant data
transfer through wired and wireless connection in the country.
As indicated, in the region of Latin America great developments
in the issues we have discussed in these lines are not observed,
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there are only a handful of ideas and specific projects lacking
coordination to provide synergies and extend gains. It is essential,
therefore, generate initiatives to analyze and implement technology
systems that conform to the possibilities of each country and to your
requirements. This requires coordination of efforts around national
standards so that a process of integration of regional transport is
generated.
Finally, the main goal of this study was fulfilled because we
were able to propose a sequence of procedure to applied Telematics
Technologies to our Transportation System. This process must be
done gradually starting with the improvement of roads and transport
routes, and gradually change also transport vehicles, such as both
the individuals. Since most of them do not satisfy the minimum
conditions necessary connections.
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ABSTRACT

An idea of the innovative enhanced vehicle collision preventing system is presented. The system is based on usage
of real-time information about vehicles mutual positions, trajectories and movement, which will be collected by
mobile sensor network created ad-hoc by vehicles entering a potentially colliding area. The system will particularly
consider vehicles movements dynamics, procedures of secure approaching and passing-by processes as well as
remote warnings about traffic obstacles ahead. Premises and assumption for possible procedures and algorithms
referred to such a network functionalities involving dispersed mechanism of drivers behaviours coordination is
analysed, taking into account also some possible and allowed level of automation of the autonomous control an
steering of the vehicle. Moreover, a possibility of system cooperation with various brand contemporary equipment
of ITS Advanced Driver Assistance Systems type is analyzed. Results of analysis will be presented first of all to traffic
participants and to appropriate traffic management services.
KEYWORDS: Driver assistance, mobile networks, traffic security

1. Introduction
Common daily news and observations of traffic accidents and
collision results and related economic and social costs strongly
prove the importance of the traffic security problem. For example,
in Poland, the number of traffic accidents of the category “moving
vehicle collisions” in year 2015 reached 16 802, constituting 50.9%
of the all road accidents. There was persons killed (1270, 43.3% of
all) and injured (22 231, 55.9 of all) [1]. At the same time (data for
2013), the yearly social costs of accidents reached nearly 8.6 bln €
and car crashes 3.7 bln € (in total 12.3 bln €) [2].
It is an evidently strong reason while one of the most important
ITS applications is related to travel security, both related to traffic
contributors, as well as goods and vehicles. Contemporary road
vehicles, mostly cars, are equipped with various devices intended to
support drivers in avoiding dangerous mistakes in car conduction.
An overview of the previous solutions of ADAS types shows that
all of them were constructed as autonomous systems, allotted
to vehicle-own use and working on individually collected data,
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therefore concerning only one particular vehicle, as illustrated in
Fig. 1 and in literature, e.g. [3]. Almost the sole external data used
in this kind of driver’s support are those coming from GPS system.
In the Internet sources overview can be even found an
important information about value of “vehicle-to-vehicle” (V2V)
communication, allowing cars to ‘talk’ to each other and “vehicleto-infrastructure” (V2I) to avoid crashes The source [4] estimates
that “safety applications enabled by V2V and V2I could eliminate
or mitigate the severity of up to 80% of non-impaired crashes,
including crashes at intersections or while changing lanes.” There
is shown that this direction of research in traffic safety area have to
be nowadays a leading trend.

2. Contemporary driver’s
support systems
As a rule, contemporary vehicle’s build-in or available as adon package safety equipments are designed to avoid collisions and
accidents by automatic or semi-automatic control of the vehicle
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movement or to alert the driver about possible dangers. In several
vehicle models we can find applied more or less advanced ADAS
features. Most common ADAS types are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Most popular ADAS applications [5]
Adaptive cruise control (ACC)

Forward Collision Warning

Glare-free high beam and pixel
light
Adaptive light control: swiveling
curve lights

Intersection assistant

Automatic parking

Intelligent speed adaptation or
intelligent speed advice (ISA)

Automotive navigation
system with
typically GPS and TMC for
providing up-to-date traﬃc
information.

Lane departure warning system

Automotive night vision

Lane change assistance

Blind spot monitor

Parking sensor

Collision avoidance system (Precrash system)

Pedestrian protection system

Crosswind stabilization

Rain sensor

Cruise control

Surround View system

Driver drowsiness detection

Traﬃc sign recognition

Driver Monitoring System

Turning assistant

Electric vehicle warning
sounds used in hybrids and plugin electric vehicles

Vehicular communication systems

Emergency driver assistant

Wrong-way driving warning

Hill descent control

3. A concept of innovative
collision-preventive system
Almost all the contemporary solutions helping drivers to avoid
collision, are working on the basis of own cruise and surrounding
circumstances (road surface condition, markings and signs and cousers), through observations made by sensors of the single vehicle.
This make only some automatic cruise corrections or warn the
driver about dangers or incorrect vehicle behavior. In fact, actually
no information is provided to vehicle security mechanisms about
broader surrounding traffic area circumstances, especially about
other vehicles than the ones directly ahead and rear. So just accessing
to such information, can essentially improve level of traffic security.
From this observation and from the willing to guarantee longer time
available for driver’s reaction, arose a concept of innovative collision
preventive system (CPS), which – according to authors opinion –
will substantially reduce probabilities of collisions.

3.1. CPS structure
The structure of the system shown on Fig. 1 concerns individual
vehicle equipment and “intelligence” allowing cooperation in the
group of similarly equipped vehicles. Hereinafter we call “hive”
such a group of occasionally and temporarily gathered vehicles,
and “risk area” the relevant limited road area with potential
collisions danger, caused by the vehicles density.

Many of ADAS applications work as autarchic ones, but actually
more and more of new or improved solutions with advanced
features, need communications with surrounding and road cousers, which is strongly facilitated by many various proven wireless
telecommunications technologies.
Contemporary vehicular communication systems [6] are networks
or links in which vehicles and roadside units are the communicating
nodes or terminals, providing each other with important data, such as
safety warnings and actual traffic circumstances information.
Vehicular communications is usually developed as a part
of intelligent transport systems (ITS), which means that is build
considering rules contained in typical ITS Architecture.

Fig. 2. A structure of vehicle’s equipment of collision preventing
system: ENTIRE (“Enhancing time for Reaction”) and DISTOP
(“Distance Stop”) are acronyms of the research project
undertaken by the Authors [own study]

Fig. 1. Illustration of contemporary vehicles telematic sensing
equipping [12]
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As it can be seen in Fig. 2, there are few technical devices for
data sources and means for data processing and communication,
integrated with information transmission systems. While technical
devices seem to be known, situation mapping (i.e. mapping of
vehicle’s locations in the hive) and situation of the given vehicle in
potential collisions and consequent alerts generation, are crucial
“intelligence” problems, which have to be solved during a research
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works planned from the Authors. Especially, is to be underlined
that evaluation of the situation and alerts generation are to be
basic, but complex and difficult questions.
To communicate into a hive, a sensor network technology
must be applied, where all the members are equipped also with
transmitting device, being a network node. In this way, the vehicles
entering the risk area will be automatically included to the hive, as
their communication network acts as an “ad-hoc network”.
This assumption implies solutions for functional diagnosis of
network traffic.
• All vehicles subject to protection are equally privileged. The
system analyzes the situation for each vehicle individually and
provides information in real time to drivers.
• The system must be equipped with tools to recognize the traffic
situation in the neighborhood of every vehicle. This applies, of
course, only to vehicles equipped with terminals of the system.
• The recognition of surroundings of the vehicle is able to follow
all the vehicles, not only those belonging to the system.
• The system recognizes the dynamics of movement and is able
to predict the trajectory of conflict and the course of events
of collision.
• The system has the ability to inform the driver to potential
collisions and propose appropriate driving behavior, and can be
integrated also with action braking or acceleration of the vehicle
(this type of operations should be subjected to separate analysis).
To meet the aforementioned functionalities, a unique
architecture of wireless network will be designed, with a dedicated
computing able to handle a system of distributed intelligence and
cognitive elements.

3.2. Basic onboard equipment
As it arises from Fig. 2, onboard systems basic equipment consists
of distance sensors, localisation sensors, network communication
unit and driver’s monitor.
Use of new enhanced distance sensors results from the idea of
improvement of the vehicles drivers “reaction” time through visual/
acoustic alerts in case of unexpected reduction of the distance
between two vehicles. It can be achieved due to dedicated device
(DiStop) composed by three newly constructed main elements:
• frontal proximity sensor device (PS)
• rear light indicator (LI),
• internal communication/processing system, integrated on
microcontroller or embedded system (CS),

Fig. 3. DiStop system [own study]

supplied by rechargeable battery and connected to acoustic alarm.
This internal acoustic alert avoids any distraction of the vehicle’s
driver_1, for example due to mobile phone or kids or people on
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board, while a rear visual alert forewarns the vehicle’s driver_2
(which follows) about the oncoming braking, before activation of
the brake lights from the vehicle’s driver_1.
The system works as follows (see Fig. 4). The PS detects the
distance from the vehicle ahead and send the distance numerical
value to the CS. As soon as the system elaborates an anomalous
distance reduction (as interpreted by a relevant algorithm), the CS
gives an acoustic alarm and sends a command to the LI.
All the system communication is wireless and doesn’t interact
with the vehicle’s brand infrastructure, neither technological neither
mechanical.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the early warning system (SR - reaction
available space, SF - braking space, DF - no impact zone
(blocked vehicle) [own study]

All the elements which composes the system is a topic to be
developed into the whole discussed project, namely:
• proximity sensor, which must be improved referring to the
existing performances;
• rear light, which can be either a „third stop” or a new
integrated lamp for the rear flashing lights;
• internal processing/communication system (CS), based on a
new algorithm.
Firstly, a deep research on existing technologies for proximity
sensors must be developed. There are many types of distance sensors,
which use several technologies, such as laser, ultrasonic, radar, etc. The
goal in this stage is to research and develop a sensor with improved
characteristics, as concerns range of distance measurement, accuracy,
and ease to be integrated with embedded systems, microcontroller
and others sensors.
Referring to range of distance measurement, measuring distance
higher than 40 meters assures earlier warning and more braking
distance. Proper measurement accuracy guarantees the value
measured is correct within a delta value. And last but not least, the
sensor should be easy to be integrated with many types of systems.
The main features of the unit can be defined as follows:
• distance till 40 ÷ 60 meters;
• accuracy 20 ÷ 80 cm;
• working ability also in bad weather conditions (rain, fog, high
rate of humidity);
• possible integration of the sensor with acquisition system and
other sensors;
• high durability;
• low consumption of energy;
• low cost.
Of great importance is to develop a new algorithm, mainly
based on a mathematical formula which calculates the Distance’s
Reduction Speed parameter (DRS) and compares this parameter
with limit values depending on speed, distance, weather
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conditions and other variables, on the basis of experimentations
carried out during the research. To fulfill the CS calculations, the
algorithm have to communicate with integrated PS and traditional
sensors. The communication should be wireless, short distance ones,
compatible with other inner-vehicle communications means,
branded or installed for whole project means.
Obviously DiStop system can be installed as a standalone
device or be a part of whole ENTIRE system.
A proper preliminary analysis of the DiStop concept and a
specialized consulting show that foreseen solutions do not needs
some broad basic researches, but necessary are deep researches of
the possibilities of the construction of such systems with high level
of reliability and efficiency of foreseen system functionality.
Other devices of ENTIRE system, i.e. localization set and driver’s
monitor, shall be developed from existing technologies, considering
that in localization function it is important not the exact geolocalization as itself, but the mutual positions of the vehicles in a hive
on a given risk area. In the project the hive shows some extended
order, with regard mainly to situations of travel in two way routes with
single carriage, passing road crossings and by pass maneuvers.

3.1. Inter-vehicle communication system
Inter-vehicle communication system (IVCS) has to connect
all the vehicles which are hive’s members, during the time they
spend in the risk area. Obviously, the system has to be wireless and
connect functionally all involved vehicles. The accessible proper
communication technologies are well known [6].
Wanted functionality and architecture of the ENTIRE’S intervehicle communication system is similar to other known technologies
coming from “ad-hoc” networks and sensor networks. Nevertheless
it will be an innovative solutions, with new functionalities not yet
fully applied, both in tracking systems, and in recognition of area of
electromagnetic environment, and in remote observation (remote
sensing).
Communication protocols applied in IVCS will be developed
with reference to the needs emerging from real data, and the
determination of vehicles position has to be calculated with advanced
computational techniques, using correlation and cognitive methods.
In order to reduce the risk of collisions, the needs of the surroundings
recognition for each of the vehicles into the hive will influence the
communication functionality, as it must be supported by advanced
information technology [7].
It is assumed that proposed radio network will be adapted
for communication of the vehicles traveling on public roads.
Radio devices installed on board become a network nodes. These
nodes will exchange information concerning the location of the
vehicle, its movement parameters and detected traffic of the
moving vehicles in the neighborhood. They will also inform the
driver about road condition and potential hazards, even with the
possibility to support the drivers in the reactions for adaptation
to the requirements of traffic safety. Obviously, in such a specific
case, network architecture should have the characteristics of “AdHoc” networks, sensor networks, networks M2M type and similar.
This kind of networks is now shortly described as follows, even
from the ENTIRE needs point of view.
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1. Ad-Hoc networks
Like in all radio communicating systems, Ad-Hoc networks
automatically establish communication between the different nodes.
Node inherently will change their relative position and thus the
network will be in a constant changing its geographical configuration.
Notably distinguishing feature of the network is the fact, that in our
case for each vehicle system will develop the traffic situation in the
immediate area. So each vehicle will create a cluster of limited range in
the centre of it, but in total covering the entire length of the risk area.
This will require the development of a special protocol for division of
the network into clusters.
2. Sensor networks
A characteristic feature of sensor networks is the organization
sensors or sensors equipped with radio interface lower spontaneously
pass through the adjacent sensor measurement data to the central
system. Thanks the nanotechnology achievements sensors are built in
a minimum volume in a mass and thus low cost dimension. They can
therefore be used once for the fulfillment of a specific measuring task.
Renewal of network becomes after adding a new batch of sensors
with new energy resources.
The proposed network connecting vehicles will have features
of sensor networks with the exchange of information between
each vehicle and some “central” computing system also by some
neighbors configured network. The feature that distinguishes the
this network from the typical sensor network is requirement of
the ability to process data from the scope of the cluster without a
typical central system computer. Within the cluster will be solved
the problem of predicting the risks of collision. Inevitably, each of
the vehicles will make available part of their computing power to
clusters in which it participates, may even participate in several.
So nodes of proposed network will differ from the typical
sensor network nodes increased by computing power and enhanced
functionality sensors.
It should be noted that in the present preferred embodiment
is the communication node-to-node, that is able to communicate
with each network node to a specific other node within the cluster
network.
3. MASTR network
Communication in MASTER-network are organized in order
to receive and transmit data within the entire network. This solution
is dictated by the idea of building a network of autonomous operation
of a distributed intelligence within a single cluster separately,
but also the ability to monitor the situation in the environment over
large areas [9], [10].

3.1. Outer world communication
In case of necessity to communicate driver with the outer world
obviously for individual driver mobile communication services
(phone, Internet etc) are accessible and usually sufficient, but for
the discussed system it is rather useless. But it is highly probable
that in further research some important needs for outer world
communication may emerge, for example for communication with
road infrastructural elements, or – what more important – for to
get access to information processing means – for example in cloud
ones. It could be critical condition for realization of the main
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system algorithms concerning hive’s dynamical configuration and
generating advices for drivers and those questions need some
particular studies.
It is worth to remember, that some fortunate circumstances
could emerge due to introduction of obligatory e-Call system [11],
as in e-Cal dispatch format was left a free place for some short
additional message. It may create an additional source of warnings
about disturbances in road ahead of cavalcade. The importance of
the travel security should justify to use this place it for this goal.

4. Conclusion
A solution is presented, which has been created on the basis
of broad knowledge about transportation needs and risks, as well
as modern means and methods to fulfill the users and market
expectations. Some necessary for system means are known and
probed, but several technologies need to be prototyped during the
mentioned research project.
Comprehensiveness of the essentially innovative system planned
with use of the above mentioned technical means and its infrastructural
autonomy, as well as economic values of installation and exploitation,
distinguish them favorably from other partially similar solutions
actually used in individual branded applications.
The experience and the know-how gained during the project
will be useful for a further development, especially related to
applied methods of dispersed intelligence.
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ABSTRACT

At present a supply chain poses quite a challenge. The paper presents one the methods supporting decision makers in
a supply chain, namely a Markov chain of kth row. This theory constitutes an important part of the law of probability
and it is also associated with soft calculation methods e.g. fuzzy sets. It may be applied in numerous fields e.g. physics,
genetics, meteorology and technical disciplines. The Markov chain method may be used when assumptions about
independence of events and random variables cannot be made. Thanks to this method social-economic phenomena
may be predicted. These characteristics made the author attempt to create a model based on the Markov chains
of kth row in a supply chain. The focus was on sales planning accounting for safety stocks planning and various
characteristic of this supply chain.
KEYWORDS: Supply chain, internal transport, Markov chain

1. Introduction
A contemporary economy is based on knowledge. Logistic
process and systems are more and more sophisticated. This
complexity makes it more difficult to predict market behaviour. As
far as simple one-dimensional data we can easily adjust a forecasting
method. In case of a simple trend this can be Holt’s method, linear
regression or non-linear regression. When it comes to more
complex data and its characteristic accounts for seasonality or
periodicity, we may apply more complex methods such as Winter’s
or Arim’s methods. In terms of secure objects of the supply chain
we may additionally make a forecast for each object dependent on
forecasts and sales in other links of the supply chain[10,11,12].
One of the methods supporting forecasting is the Markov
chains method of kth row. This theory constitutes an important
part of the law of probability. “It may be applied in numerous fields
e.g. physics, genetics, meteorology and technical disciplines”[1].
The Markov chains method may be used when assumptions about
independence of events and random variables cannot be made.
As it turns out, the model of Markov chain of kth row, stationary
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or non-stationary allows us to solve certain forecast problems
considering interdependency of various entities in the supply
chain. Combined with Winter’s forecasting method we obtain a
prognostic multidimensional model.

2. Theoretical basis of
forecasting
Forecasts constitute the basis for making decisions in advance in
each enterprise. They are used for optimization of results achieved
by a company. Sometimes forecasts are applied to set certain targets
for employees and they significantly affect their work.
Forecasting sales is a very important element in a company.
It impacts almost every aspect of company’s operation including
purchasing processes, employment, production, logistics, finance
and customer service. However when forecasts do not work
various undesirable phenomena arise [3,4,5,6].
When forecasts exceed performance capacity:
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• Surplus of goods resulting in a growth in warehousing costs,
frozen cash, worsening financial liquidity, a necessity of
lowering prices;
• Cutting down on budgets;
• No money for bonuses;
• Demotivating employees;
• Sales team focusing on the sales of backlog products and not
on the most profitable products.
When the results are under-estimated:
• Shortage of product on stock;
• Delayed deliveries;
• Problems with meeting deadlines;
• Provisional budgets are used too quickly;
• Operational discontinuity;
• Costs of downtime
• Lost possibilities of sales.
It is vitally important to forecast the profitability of implementation
of new products. If in the beginning a wrongly estimated financial
analysis is prepared, all implementation costs which have been incurred
by an enterprise may never be covered [7,8,9].
Figure 1 illustrates the role of forecasting sales in particular
divisions of an enterprise.

Fig. 1. Role of forecasting sales [own study]

Types of forecasts may be divided into two categories. The first
one is based on the method used. We divide them into two subcategories referring to a quantitative and qualitative method. The
other one has 3 sub-categories which are differentiated according
to a timeline. There is a short-term forecast taking up to twelve
months., a medium-term forecast taking up from a year to three
years and a long-term forecast lasting more than 3 years.

Fig. 2. Division of forecasts into qualitative and quantitative
categories [own study]

Opinions of salespeople constitute a collection of periodically
collected opinions of salespeople or sales representatives about
sales in the future period with reference to a particular product,
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geographical or customer range. Based on the above knowledge
comprehensive forecasts are made consisting of individual
forecasts. The survey of salespeople has a wide range of applications
particularly when they keep direct touch with final purchasers, in
B2B markets and short-term forecasts.
As the case may be, there are advantages and disadvantages of
surveying opinions of salespeople. On the plus side we may mention
the fact that they are close to purchasers and the survey makes
salespeople trust sales amounts and we receive detailed data (various
cross-sections). On the minus side, salespeople find it time consuming
and distracting from their main duties. Moreover, their opinions may
be manipulated in order to underestimate them. Poor knowledge of
salespeople will have a negative effect on corporate marketing plans
which will affect the sales.
Management opinions are based on periodic collection of
information from the management. It is simple, quick and related
to marketing plans however there is no outside objectivity, a
syndrome of group thinking and blurred accountability.
Forecasts also involve surveying experts. This method consists
in gathering information from independent experts not employed
by a company e.g. distributors, dealers, suppliers, consultants etc.
We differentiate three methods of collecting experts’ opinions.
A discussion group is the first one. Its advantage is that experts
are gathered in one place and the discussion is led and summed up
by a qualified person. Moreover, each person must be accepted by
all participants of the discussion. Its disadvantage lies in the fact
that participants influence each other so outcomes are dependent
on the personality and tempers as well as abilities to convince the
others.
The second one involves individual expertise consisting in
sending questionnaires a few times to selected experts requesting
quantitative and qualitative opinions. A good thing about this
survey is that each expert is communicated with individually. They
are not aware of who is taking part in the panel. Each round finishes
with a qualitative or quantitative analysis which is the basis for
collective specification. A consensus is achieved after three rounds.
The third method is a Delphi method. Its advantages comprise
possibilities of long-term forecasting, relative objectivity namely
independence of experts, a possibility of reaching many experts and
no necessity of gathering experts in one place. However it is subject
to conditions to be met such as strict and precise determination
of the subject of the survey, precise selection of experts, clear and
explicit formulation of questions in the questionnaire and a small
number of questions.
Let us now proceed to quantitative methods. We differentiate
three types of quantitative methods. The first one is a quantitative
and extrapolative method, the second one is a cause and effect
method, the third one relies on researching shopping intentions.
Quantitative methods assume that patterns of changes in
the future may be used for predicting sales. In this model a time
variable, past values or forecast of sales variable may be independent
variables. Time series methods entirely omit determinants of sales
levels. Based on time series a forecasting model is built.
A trend is one of the most important causes determining a sales
level. The popularity of goods depends on this. Then there are periodic
causes such as constant fluctuations in the form of an additive model
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and variable fluctuations in the form of a multiplication model and
incidental causes.
Surveying shopping intentions relies on questionnaires based
on a direct interview with customers carried out on representative
samples (a face to face interview or over the phone). It may be applied
to durable goods such as cars, home and electronic devices as well as
shopping in the B2B market. On the plus side of this research there
is a possibility of reaching source data and possibilities of buying data
from research companies. On the minus side we have high costs of the
research, a lot of time and a difficulty in determination of shopping
intentions.

3. Markov model of kth row in
forecasting
Initially Markov processes were applied to physics sciences,
gradually they were applied to economics. Methods of Markov chain
are currently used for forecasting a distribution of people’s income, the
structure of families, an education process, changes to the industrial
production, a demand for new cars and internal migrations.
Forecasting with these methods has a lot of advantages such as:
• a possibility of prediction in the event that causes to a researched
phenomenon are not known or there are too many of them to
consider them in the analysis,
• a possibility of forecasting both measurable and non-measurable
phenomena,
• a possibility of short-term, medium-term and long-term
forecasting,
• a possibility of forecasting structural economic phenomena
with mutually dependent components in time,
• a possibility of using forecasts made for transforming the
future according to planned needs.
The Markov chain is understood as “a complete system of
random events (states) E1…..En, where we assume probability pn
(t) that in the experiment (moment) t event E1 occurs provided
that in the experiment (moment) t-1 event E1, has occurred
and it does not depend on what events occurred in the previous
experiments (moments). Parameter t assumes here a value of
a certain countable at the most set. If we treat parameter t in a
continuous way, then we talk about the so called Markov processes
dealt by the theory of stochastic processes.”[2]
Markov chains are called:
• finite – if the number of states is limited,
• irreducible – when each state is achievable from another state,
• periodic with period k – if we can go back to any state within
the number of step multiplies of number k,
• homogenous – if probabilities pij(t) do not depend on t, i.e.
pij(t) = pij(i,j =1,…,s),
• absorbing – if there is at least one state for which pij = 1.
The Markov chain combines algebra of matrix with the idea of
probability. The matrix is a rectangular table of numbers. They are
laid out in rows and columns. It is characterized by a dimension
noted down by the number of rows x and the number of columns
y. It is marked with a capital letter whereas its components with a
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small letter indicating a row and a column where this element is
located. The mere matrix does not have a numerical value and is
only a convenient way of presenting a table consisting of figures.
The Markov chain assumes that the probability is unchanged,
but the system that is being modelled may change its state by
means of established variables representing the probability of
transition.

Markov chains in forecasting structures are commonly used
because of their advantages. Firstly, forecast achieved through
this method are compatible which means that the sum of
participation equals 1. Secondly, forecasting does not require the
knowledge of exogenous variables in the forecast period. In order
to evaluate a level of such phenomenon in particular groups it is
enough to make a forecast for each groups participation.

The structure of the phenomenon in the analysed model is
described by K-dimensional vector Dt=[D1t D2t … DKt] whose
components meet the following conditions:
(1)

Vector Dt is associated with an unconditional distribution
of Markov chain. This chain is stationary and irreducible. It is
represented by a square K-dimensional state-transition matrix
P. Its elements pij are non-negative and ad up in rows to 1.
They meet the conditions:
(2)

Dynamics of unconditional distribution is described by this
autoregressive equation:
Dt=Dt-1P

(3)

This equation is the basis for making forecast for subsequent
periods. In a sample of T observations the forecast for h periods in
advance is made as follows:
DT+h=DTPh

(4)

The autoregressive equation applies to estimation of statetransition matrix P as data concerning empirical equivalents dt of
vectors Dt is available. In such a case it assumes the form of:
dt=dt-1P+εt

(5)

Where εt is a vector of random components meeting conditions
of E(εt)=0, E(εt’ εt)=Ω, E(εs’ εt)=0 for s≠t. The model of vector
auto-regression VAR(1) of the form (5) is a non-stationary model
t as the greatest eigenvalue of matrix P equals 1 as for the absolute
value.

Considering the conditions for the purposes of estimation
it is enough to analyse a model consisting of K-1 variables:
d*t = [d1t d2t … dK – 1 t] and appropriate (K – 1)-dimensional
matrix P*:

P*=

(6)
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A modified model is illustrated with the equation:
(7)

dt*=PK+d*t-1P*+ε*t

where PK = [p1K p2K … pK – 1 K] and ε t = [ε1t ε 2t … ε K – 1 t].
In the above model there are unknown parameters like vector PK
and matrix P* but now all the values of matrix P* lie inside the
unit circle. This way we achieve an evaluation of the output matrix
of transition P. The method of least squares and a conditional,
generalized least squares estimator are most commonly used
methods of estimating parameters of model (7).
Winters’ Model – of exponential smoothing is applied to time
series, comprising a development trend, seasonal fluctuations and
incidental fluctuations. This version of the model has additive and
multiplicative forms.
The additive version is described by the following equation [2]:
*

for the additive version

For the multiplicative version of the model:
The basic problem concerning Winters is defined:
Find the three (α*,β*, γ*) for which:
s (α*,β*, γ*) = min s(α,β, γ)
α∈[0,1]
β∈[0,1]
γ∈[0,1]

(8)
(16)

(9)
(10)

The multiplicative version:
(11)
(12)
(13)

where :
Ft-1(t-1)- an equivalent of a smoothed value obtained from a
simple model of exponential smoothing (evaluation of the mean
value)
St-1(t-1) - a smoothed value of a trend growth at moment t-1
Ct-1(t-1) – evaluation of the seasonality ratio at moment t-1
y t-1 – a value of a variable in time series at moment t-1
r – the number of moment comprising a seasonal cycle (the
number of cycle phases) 1 ≤ r ≤ n
α, β, γ – parameters of the values model of division [0, 1]
Forecast y*t at moment t is determined as follows:
• in an additive model for:
(14)

• in a multiplicative model:
(15)

where :
r+1≤T≤n – the number of moments from the time series
which we use to make a forecast y* t
To build a Winters’ model we need initial values Fr+1, Sr+1 i C1,.., Cr
Accepting proposals :
• Fr+1=yr+1;
• Sr+1=0;
• for ith word in a cycle, i = 1, r :
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where:
y*t (α, β, γ ), in (16) described by (14) for the additive model or
described by (15) for the multiplicative model [13].
This problem may be solved in the same way as two previous ones
by means of one of standard methods of non-linear optimization
[13]. It may also be checked by a goal modification function for
an equivalent problem of linear programming [14]. Also in case
of the Winters’ model a problem with selecting a value of cycle r
arises. It should result from the time series because we select models
with this respect. If there is a seasonality, Winters’ model should be
a good tool of forecasting. It there is no seasonality, these models
should not be applied.

4. Conclusion
This paper presents mathematical models supporting transport
management in a logistic chain.
One of the methods supporting forecasting applied in the paper
is Markov chain of kth row. This theory is an important part in the
law of probability. The Markov model of kth row, whether stationary
or non-stationary, allows us to solve certain problems of forecasting
accounting for interdependencies of various entities in a supply
chain. The paper presents the author’s method combining the result
of forecasting supported by Markov chain and Winters’ model. The
specificity of a supply chain decided about such a combination. Sales
in such a chain is characterized by: a development trend, seasonal
fluctuations and incidental fluctuations. Appropriate planning of sales
enables us to take measures in transport planning. Transport planning
indirectly through planning sales by means of the elaborated model.
If the series does not show development tendency and fluctuations
result from random factors Brown’s model should be applied.
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